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Veldzquez Painting the Infanta Margarita with the Lights and
Shadows of His Ovm Glory (1958)by Salvador Dali

IIAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHAT IT MIGHT

BE LIKE
the world through the eyes of an artist? |udging from
this painting, one might conclude that Dali viewed the world
through prisms and pinholes. We know that the range of patterns created by the interplay of light and objects can range
{rom spectacular prismatic rainbows to more subdued blackand-white designs. Dali, however/ sees no distinction when
he combines the two in this portrait of Vel6zquez painting the

IIto

see

Infanta Margarita. While Margarita has been exploded into her
chromatic elemcnts, Vcldzcluez is left standing beneath an
alternating ovcrlay of shadow ancl light. To thc traincrcl c-vc,
these patterns reveal something about the true nature oi the
elements involved, and m:rybe this r'r'as Dirli's intentrrn. Oi
coluse, lve nay be reading too much ir-rro t1-re F:,.lf 1:r. I r-n.1
out what truths can be cliscerne.l irorl .ir:rr,.-r' .r-. .:..-.: : -i{ht
ancl c1ark, sce
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Core dynamics
by A. Dozorov
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Smooth curves can be approximated in

Diuide altd coltqtter!

steprvise fashion by aligning

by Ruma Falk and Eyal Oshry

sma11

squares along them. In the digital world
of the pixel ancl its three-dimensional

coLlnterpartr the voxe1, such approximations lead to some interesting mathematical chailenges.
Prepare your palette and turn to page
10 to try your hand at "Painting the
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8256
Parenthetical puzzler. Place parentheses in the expression
2 + 2 - 3 + 3 - 4 + 4 - 5 + 5 to obtain a number greater than 39.

8257
Tilpartite equality. The shaded figure shown is half of a regular hexagon.
Cut it into three congruent parts.

8258
Rectangulation. Alarge rectangle is divided into several smaller rectangles. The areas of some of them are shown. Find the area of the
rectangle labeled with the question mark.

8259
Triangulation. All sides of triangle ABC are 1 cm long. Point D lies 7 cm
from point A. Find the distances from point D to points B and C if it is
known that these distances, as expressed in centimeters/ are integer
values.
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Load within a lode.Imagine that you descend into an extremely deep
mine with a friend. You carry a balance set at equilibrium by a 1 kg
mass. Your friend holds a spring scale from which a 1 kg mass is suspended. Will the readings of these scales differ near the bottom of the
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Conueclion and

displilGelnenl Gul'l'enls
Exploring the nature of electricity
by V. Dukov

HAT iS ELECTRIC CURrent? Usually this question is
answered as follows: It is a

directed motion of electric
charges in a conductor. However,
this is true only to a certain degree.
To know the entire story, let's recall
how this notion appeared in science.
In 1800 the Italian physicist
Alessandro Yoka (1745-1827) discovered a method to produce direct
current using an emf source commonly referred to as a gaivanic cel1.
There was a hypothesis at that time
that treated electricity as a massless
liquid capable of penetrating bodies
via the tiniest pores. Naturally, electric current was considered to be the
flow of this liquid along a circuit.
Physics marched a long way before
it was established that the real moving objects inside conductors are
charged particles.

The first step in this direction
was made by Michael Faraday
(1791-1857), who showed that electric current in electrolytes is due to
the motion of ions. An ion is an
atom that has either a surplus or de-

ficiency of electric charge. Therefore, every ion is characterizedby
two values: mass and electric
charge. In electrolysis an ion transllllARCll/APRII. lggg

fers

its charge to an electrode and
adheres to the electrode, a process

charge of Zes, where Z is the valence
and eo is the elementary charge.

known as electroplating. Many ex-

Then the mass of the ions plated on
the electrode willbe

periments made by Faraday showed
that ions of the same valence carry
the same amount of electric charge.

M: Nms,

(1)

Many years later, this fact led where mo is the ion's mass. These
Hermann von Helmholtz (t9Zt- ions transfer the following amount
18941 to the conclusion that an elementary charge existed. The fact
that this elementary charge is carried by the electron was discovered
only at the end of the nineteenth
century.
Note that r{ Faraday had postulated the existence of an elementary
charge (electron) and two conservation laws (for energy and mass), then
he could have obtained his two basic laws of electrolysis theoretically.
In reality, he discovered them after
many years of hard work.l
Imagine N ions moving in an
electrolyte. Each of them carries a

of electric charge to the electrode:

q:

NZeo.

Dividing ecluation
yields

M=

(1) by

ffio

equation

ct.

e)
(2)

(3)

Zeo'

Substitutingmof Zerwith k, we get
Faraday's first law:

M =kq.

Now we solve this equapion for k
and multiply and divide the above
formula for k by the same factor,
Avogadro's number No:

1,A. postulate
is a very efficient tool
for leaming a subject (such as
geometry), but it is a dangerous
instrument for discovering the laws of
nature. Look what Bertrand Russell
11872-1970) wrote: "The method of
postulating has many advantages.
They are the same as the advantages

of theft over honest toil."

,

-At/n

m^

ZeoN

u

Zeul'l

1p
E7

(4)

^
where p is the molar mass of the
material and F = Naeo is Faraclil1.'s

^

o
a
CO

,a
(!

number. Thus we obtained Far:rda1.'s a
second law. Thcrcfore, F:rr;rclar-'s larvs
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of electrolysis are underlain by the
conservation laws and the existence
of an elementary charge.
Equation.(3) shows the physical

=

meaning of th

=3.10-8 C

e

F

ar aday electro chemi-

the motion of negatively charged par-

e^^* = 4neorzEo

ticles in the direction of rotation.

4.3.r4 8.86 lo-r2(to-') 3.106 c
.

cal equivalence of a substance: The
mass of the plating depends on the

charge-to-mass ratio of the ions.
Equations (3) and (4) show that to
obtain a larger mass one must take
the substance with greater molar
mass and smaller valence.
The ratio of a body's charge to its
mass is called the specific chargea Yery important value. Let's illustrate the tremendous difference in
speci{ic charges of elementary particles and macroscopic bodies. For a
"light" particle such as an electron,
the speci{ic charge is
eo

_

me

t.G.ro-)e

9, =2.10rr C/kg,

9.1.10-31 kg

while for the "heaYy" proton it is
Ja-

frp

s 16s.

To appreciate the immense difference between these values, let's cal-

culate the specific charge of an aluminum alloy ball 1 cm in diameter
with a density of p : 2 . 103 kg/m3.
Its mass is

m=pV =4l\nr3.p

=!-!!!go-,)'.z
.]'
all

ro3 kg

=9.10-3 kg.
What charge can such a ball retain? It is known that intense leakage of electric charge from the surface of a body starts at an electric
3 . 106 V/m. The electric
field generated by a sphere of radius z that caruies an electric
charge q is

field

Eo =

E=14

4nts

rz'

The maximum charge that can be
retained on this sphere is deter-

mined by the condition E
Therefore,
llllIRClt/APRIt 1809

:

Eo.

Accordingly, the maximum specific
charge of the aluminum ball is

e^^*

3'10:8

m -- 8.10-3

c
kg

=+.to-6 clkg.

Stuart were the first to show the

We see that the proton's specific
charge is larger than that of the aluminum ball by a {actor of 1013!
Imagine that we fiy to generate
an electric current of 1 A using the
charged aluminum balls. By definition, 1 = qlt. The charge of a single
ball is ey, so e: Ne, where Nis the
number of balls. Thus, the electric
current is I : Nqrlt, where

It 1A.1s
N=a=-...-].=3.107.
h 3.I0'C

existence of free electrons in metals.
Because of their weak linkage to the

crystal lattice, the electrons continued to move due to their inertia af-

ter the solenoid was

abruptly

stopped, and thus a short-lived electric current was generated.
Electric current in electrolytes is

the double flow o{ ions moving in
opposite directions. The ions have
the same size charges but their
masses are different. For example,

in

sulfate solution the current
carriers areCu*2 and SOo-2 ions. The
atomic mass of a copper ion is only
63.5, while the mass of a sulfate ion
is appreciably greater: 32.L + 4 . 16 =
96.1. This difference can be observed
a copper

The traffic of balls must be so dense
that 30 billion of them cross a fixed
area eYery secondl If the balls " flow "
in a tube, the tube's cross-sectional
area should be
s = Nnr2 = z.t4.go.106 .(ro-z)'z

Such experiments made itpossible to
measure the specific charge of the
particles/ whose inertia produced the
electric current in the decelerating
solenoid. This value coincided with
the specific charge of the electron
found by its deflection in electric and
magnetic fields.
The experiments of Tolman and

-z

= 104 m2.

By contrast, atiny wire a fraction of
a millimeter in diameter can cafiy
the same current/ although it becomes red-hot. This phenomenon is
possible because the elementary particles (electrons, for example) have a
huge value of specific charge.
What is the nature of electric current? It is created by the motion of
charged particles-that is, the particles move, not the massless charge!
Although we write I : et, we con-

in a simple experiment, which can
be carried out in a home lab.
A jar with two electrodes is filled
with a copper (tr) sulfate (also known
as blue vitriol) solution, and some
small pieces of paper are sprinkled
on the liquid's surface. Then, a direct current source is applied across
the eiectrodes. Finally, a permanent
magnet is placed under the jar (fig.
1). Behold-the pieces of paper begin
to rotate! This phenomenon is explained by the Lorentz force of the
magnetic field, which deflects the
A

sider q to be the sum of the charges
of the particles that have a cefiarn

mass. Therefore, electric current
should have certain mechanical
properties. These properties were
first observed by To1man and Stuart.
A solenoid connected to a galvanometer was quickly rotated and then
abruptly stopped. The gaivanometer
showed a current corresponding to

Figure

1

l,r

ffi
Ti

ions. In turn, the deflected ions push
the water molecules, so the entire
bulk of the solution starts to rotate.
The pieces pf paper on top of the so-

lution make this effect visible. The
Lorentz force deflects both the Cu*2
and SOo-2 ions. However, the resulting rotation of the liquid is determined by the heavier particles-in

this case, the SOo-2 ions-because
they more than cancel the counter-

rotation of the lighter Cut2 ions.
Changing the direction of the current or the polarity of the magnet
causes the rotation of the solution to
change direction.
A similar effect takes place in the
case of leakage of electric charges

from a spike. The electric charge
density is known to increase drastically in the direction of a sharp
point, so a strong electric field is
generated in its vicinity. This field
ionizes the neutral molecules in the
surrounding air. If the sharp point is
positively charged, then electrons in
the air flow into the spike and posi-

tive ions move away from it. The
flow of these positive ions carries
the neutral air molecules with itjust

as the stream of ions in the electrolyte moves the water molecules.
The resulting phenomenon is
known as "electric wind," which
was demonstrated in the middle of

the eighteenth century by Benjamin

Franklin, who blew out a candle
with such a wind.
Historically, Franklin's experiment with blowing out a candie led
to the notion of convection currents.

It was considered that in parallel
with the ordinary convection (that
is, the flow of neutral particles) there

existed an electric convection, or a
stream of charged particles. Indeed,
further studies showed that electric
cuffents in metals, electrolytes, and
gases are {lows of charged particles.
Since these particles have masses,
there is no principle difference between common convection and
electrical convection.
In 1 875 Hermann von Helmholtz

wrote: "I use this word lconvectionl
in the same sense as in thermodynamics, in order to denote the propagation of eiectricity by the motion of

century. It was explained as follows: The emf source (generator)
{orces the charged particles to oscil-

C,

late in the conducting wires, so
they "run" from one plate to another, while nothing occurs between the plates (in the vacuum).
This explanation considered the
current as the mechanical motion

Figure 2
charged bodies." Helmholtz raised a
very important question: Can the
motion of charged macroscopic bodies be treated as a convection current? The answer to this question
could be obtained in an experiment
analogous to that performed by the
Danish physicist Hans Christian
Oersted, who in 1820 found that
electric current carried by a conductor deflected a nearby magnetic
needle. The needle was affected by
a force proportional to the strength
of the electric current. The direction
of this force depends on the direction of the current.
Helmholtz proposed to his pupil
Henry Roulend to carry out the following experiment: charge a disk,
place a magnetic needle near it, and
then spin the disk. If the rotation of
a charged

disk is equivalent to

a

cur-

of the charged particles.
The outstanding English physicist |ames Clerk Maxwell (1831-.
1879) introduced a new concept.
The moving charged particles are
inherently coupled with electric and
magnetic fields. Changes in electric
curuent evoke changes in the fields.
Faraday discovered the phenomenon
of electromagnetic induction, which
according to Maxwell is the generation of an electric field by avarying
magnetic field. Being confident of
the symmetry of electrical phenomena, Maxwell surmised that an alternating electric field generates a magnetic fie1d.
In the circuit (fig. 21, the electric

ield changes between the
capacitor's plates. According to
Maxwell, this process generates a
magnetic field. Since a magnetic
f

rent (in a closed circuit), then it field
should generate a similar magnetic
fie1d.

Indeed, Roulend observed deflec-

tion of the magnetic needle, but the
experiment was not easy. As we
pointed out/ macroscopic bodies
cannot "tTansport" great charges. So
Roulend had to find the magnetic
effect of a yery small current.
Thus, currents in any substance,
fluid or solid, are convective in nature. Can an electric curent "flow"
in a vacuum where no particles of
any kind are availabie? Consider an
experiment with alternating current and a capacitor (f15. 2lr. When
the circuit is closed, the ammeter
shows a cuffent. Experiments with
various capacitors and different frequencies of alternating current
showed that the strength of the current in this circuit is proportional
to the frecluency of oscillation generated by the emf source and to the
capacitance. This experiment was
known as early as the nineteenth

can also be producedby an elec-

tric current, the process that occurs
between the capacitor's plates can
be interpreted as a flow of a particular electric current. There are no
"ends" of the current in this circuit!
If a circuit is opened and the "gap"
is filled with a dielectric or vacuum,
the current will push its way on, but
its nature will be different.
Maxwell baptized this type of
electric motion "displacement current." Maxrarell supposed that space,
which we consider "empty," is in
reality filledwith a material medium
of a particular kind-qther. This
ether had a cellular structure (similar
to a crystal lattice). The ce1ls could be
deformed under the action of an electric field-that is, they could be displaced just like the charged particles

in

a dielectric body.

According to Maxwel1, electric
current can be evoked both by convection and by displacement. In the
case of convection current/ its value

is proportional to the velocity of the

OUAlllTUlt4/ItITURI

charged particles. The displacement

current is determined by the rate ot
displacement, which is naturally
proportional to the frequency of osciilation. The higher the capacitafice, the greater the volume of
ether (for a constant distance between the plates), which thus contains more cells and demonstrates a
greater effect of displacement. Such
was the physical model.
In mathematical terms Maxwell
expressed his ideas as

.

iars =

^dE
t657.

conditions we can get a current of
1 A by increasing the frecluency of
oscillation to 101I Hz, which corresponds to radio frecluencies.
These calculations show that the
displacement currents become important only at very high frequencies of oscillation. Therefore, these
currents are completely ignored in
electrical engineering. By contrast,
just the opposite takes place in radio
engineering, where the displacement current plays the major ro1e.
We always try to imagine a physica1 process clearly. What is electric
current? The first association is this:
The current is the displacement of

This says that the displacement

charged particles along a conductor,

current is proportional to the area
S at the opening of the circuit (that
is, the area of the capacitor's plate)
and to the rate of change o{ the
electric f ield. The constant
eo: 8.8. 10-12 F/m is known as the
permittivity of free space.
Assume that the emf source is a

or their directed motion. Yet, this
mechanical model is only a rough
approximation of realrty. So, one
should be reasonably cautious when
using such a model.
Let's delineate the concept of

generator that produces electric cur-

terrt at the industrial frecluency of
Hz. Thus, the voltage across the

5O

capacitor's plates varies

as

sin rrtt, where Vo : l2O Y.
What should the area of the
capacitor's plate be to obtain a cLtrrent of 1 A in the circuit if the dis-

v

:

Vo

tance between the plates is d = 1 m?
As we remember, E : vl d. Therefore,
€nS
. =tssj
^1 dv
=-:-(l)Y0cosOf.
a
aat a

161,

This yields
I
10
-

eoSroVo

d

and

Iod
s=t0ovO

=3.106 m2 =3.lol2 mm2.

If the capacitor is taken away, the
current between the ends of the
wires (they have a cross-sectional
area of 1 mm2) will be only
3 . 10*13 A. If the distance between
the ends of the wires is decreased
to 1 mm, the current will increase
by 103 times and reach the value of
a few ten-billionths of an am-

pere-virtually zero.In the same
llllARTll/APRII. lSSS

electric current. The important
thing is that moving particles have
electric charge, so they are surrounded by an electromagnetic field.
This field is described by two components/ the vectors E and B. In the
case of direct current, the electrical
component E is not detected by de-

vices. Indeed, in every segment of a

current-carrying wire there is an
equal number of positive and negative charges, and their total electric
field is zero.It is only the magnetic
component B that can be detected
by devices in this case (Hans Christian Oersted was {irst to demonstrate this).
By contrast,

in the case of alternating current both components of
the electromagnetic field manifest
themselves, and in this case induction plays a major role: Variation of
the electric component generates
the magnetic field and vice versa.
Thus, the two fields generate each
other, and this mutual generation
makes it possible for the double field
to live separately from its parent
electric current in the conductor.
Indeed, the alternating electromagnetic field breaks away from a current-carrying wire (called the transmitting antenna) and travels in
space at the velocity of light. This

process is known as electromagnetic

radiation.
Let's write Maxwell's formula
again, but without the proportionality factor eoS:
I urs*dE
^,^
dt

.

The derivative dEldt represents the
rate of change of the electric field.
The cluicker E changes, the greater
the displacement current. However,
changes in E generate the magnetic
field B. Therefore, the larger the displacement current/ the greater the
magnetic field.
Now, what takes place with the
usual convection current? The larger
the current, the greater the magnetic
field. We see the same proportionality between the electric current and
the magnetic field.

Therefore, when considering
electric current of any kind, we
must keep in mind the electromagnetic field generated by it. We must
also remember what type of current
flows in a particular case. If the current is constant/ the key role is
given to the mechanical motion of
the charged particies in a conductor-that is, to the process of convection. When the current is alternating, the major actor is the
electromagnetic field, and its role
increases as the frequency of electromagnetic oscillation.
O

Quantum on electromagnetic
phenomena:
A. Varlamov, "How does electric
current flow in a metal?" September/October 1992, pp. 49-50.

A.

Bya1ko, "Backtracking to
law," lanttary f February
1994, pp.20-23.
S. Murzin, M. Trumjn, and D.
Shovkin, "Beyond the reach of
Ohm's law, " November/December
1994, pp.24-29.
i. Wylie, "Magnetic monopoly,"
May/|une 1995, pp. 4-9.
A. Stasenko, "Magnet, charges,
and planets," Mayflune 1997, pp.
Faraday's

42-45.

A. MitrofanoY, "Carr you see the
magnetic field?" |uly/August i997,

pp.18-22.
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PaintinU lhs diUilal uuorld
Pixels become voxels when a dimension is added
by Michael H. Bril'

OME FASCINATINC RELATIONSHIPS CAN
be found between areas and perimeters of figures in
a plane, and also between volumes and surface ar-

eas of solid objects. The relationships are not always intuitively obvious, but can be appealing and
simple. They can be visualized in the context
of comparing the amount of paint neecled to -f
7
cover two shapes that appear much like
each other.
This article introduces such relationships by looking at smooth objects and
approximations to these smooth objects that are made out of a latticework
of tiny identical cubes. (Maybe other
such approximations will occur to the astute reader.) The subject we dre about to
discuss is perhaps not so exciting as
fractalsl but though tame, it is still interesting, much as the game of checkers is stili
interesting even though it is not so intricate
as chess.
PainlinU cil'cles and

spfieres

."

that the area of the darkened squares is 60. It is no surprise that the area of the scluares is smaller than the area
of the circle. Somewhat more subtle is the comparison
of perimeters. The perimeter of the darkened areais 32,

which is larger than the perimeter of the circle (2nr

:

10ru). By the way, we can imagine a special paint for
perimeters that is analogous in two dimensions to the
paint for surface areas in three dimensions.
What happens to the areas and l-.e rrmeters when
the graph paper is made finer ancl frne rl The darkened-square area clearly gets largcr relative to
the area of the circle ancl actr-rai1r- approaches
that area (a behavior familL.rr rn calculus).

'

But what of the perimcre r i \\rhat is its
limiting valuel As an ard to arriving
at an answer, con.r.ler the following theorem.
Theorem: Grrrn an1' region
on the graph paper bounded by a
s[rooth con\-e\ cun-e. n0 matter
how irregular its darkened-

eter
"r,h"'dX}i:",::il1#?]t";"'f
Let's start in two dimensions by drawing a circle
twice the
sum of its (maximum) length and its
on a piece of graph paper. We can imagine the graph (maximum) width. In the case of darkened squares in
paper as an affay of pixels (picture elements) on a dis- the circle, this distance is just four times its width.
play screen, and thus the graph paper is a sort of "digiProof: Question 1. Prove this theorem. (Answer on p.

"Xf,

tal world." In figure 1, the circle is five box-widths in 521.
(r: 5).Within the circle, the graph-paper squares This remarkable relationship does not change in the
that lie strictly inside the circle are darkened.
limit as the squares get very small, in which case the
We can see that the area of the circle is xP :25n and width of the dark area is just the diameter of the circle,
or 2r lrn tiny-box-width units). So the perimeter of the
,Srr1- M^"d"lb*rJI* F
darl< area must be 8r. Meanwhile, the perimeter of the
circle (in the same units) is 2xr. The ratio of these numH. Freeman, 1983.
radius

10
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Figure 2

Figure

k lZnr : 4ln.
We call this number the pefimeter surplus, since the
number is greater than 1. As the squares got smaller,
that ratio of areas went from 32lLOn to this greater limiting value. Clearly, the unfilled region in the circle became less important as the squares became smaller, and
the number of zigs and zags in the perimeter became
more important.
Having gained some insight into perimeters in two
dimensions, let's proceed to three dimensions. In this
case the "real world" is a set of objects whose surfaces
are smooth on a sufficiently small scale. The "digital
world" is a three-dimensional mosaic of tiny identical
cubes (calledvoxelsl analogous to the square pixels we
defined earlier for two dimensions. The voxels are tiny
on any chosen scale. Each "digital-world" object X is
the maximal subset of these voxels that lies inside the
corresponding "real-world" object X.
We want to compare the surface area of X to that of
X, using the ratio of these areas-call itthe area surplus.
(Clearly the area surplus depends on the shape of X and
on its orientation with respect to the edges
of the voxels, but not on the size of X.) More
picturesquely: What fraction more paint do
we need to cover X' than to cover X?
Question 2.In particular, what is
the arca surplus of a sphere?
(Answer on p. 52). Hint: Use
the example of the circle in
two dimensions, and
also that the surface
area of a sphere is
4nP.
bers (dark-area perimeter/circle perimeter) is

N

a
o

o
C

.c6

a
_o

t

Hirtlff fie diUihlwol'ld
How can we find the three-dimensional shapes that
have the minimum and maximum area surplus? The answer is not very diJficult.
Let's go back to two dimensions for a moment and
draw another figure on graph paper/ this time a square
(hg.2). Let the square be aligned with the rulings of the
graph paper, and 1et it have a width that is an integer
multiple I of a graph-paper box. (In figure 2, L : 5.)Then
the darkened area (made of graph-paper boxes) exactly
tUlaximum and tninimum

matches the big square, and the perimeter is in each case
4L = 20. The ratio between the perimeters is 1, and this
number is the same as the number I gets very large.
Therefore, the perimeter surplus is 1. We can see that

the perimeter surplus cannot be less than 1, so the
square aligned with the graph paper has the minimum
perimeter surplus.
Now draw a square turned 45" to the graph paper/ as
in figure 3. In this case, the diagonals of the square are
aligned with the graph paper, and the diagonals are L'
= 10 pixeis long. The darkened region has perimeter 32,

which (as noted before) is four times the width of
the figure l4L, where I : B). However, the big
i seuare has perimeter 4L'lJi :20"12. The ratio of these perimeters is $151""8. ff the size of
the big square increases indefinitely (I becomes large), then the darkened-area width
I becomes fractionally closer to the diagonal
I'of the big scluare.In the limit, the perimeter of the darkened region (4 times its
width) becomes 4L', and the perimeter of
the big square is 4L'l"lZ. The perimeter
surplus is the ratio of these numbers,
or ",12. This turns out to be the maximum possible perimeter surplus.
To see the maximality of ",f 2, consider any almost-1ine ar " side" of a two-dimensional object X with length s and unitlength perpendicular vector n: (n1, nr) in
pixel coordinates. The length of the corresponding " srde" of the pixel approximation
X is the sum of the projected lengths along
the two pixel-axis viewing directions from outside the object X. This sum is s times the sum oi the
OUAlllIUll1l/IEATURI
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components nj in the pixel coordinate directions. A
component n, of a unit vector n is sometimes called a
"direction cosine," because its value is the cosine of the
angle betwe,en the i-th coordinate unit vector and the
vector n. Then the sum of the direction cosines is maximized when they are equal (and thus equal to tl",,D).
Therefore, the maximum perimeter surplus of the facet
isZl^,D , or \,8 . Note that this proof does not depend on
the convexity of the object that is approximated by a
square/ because the argument applies to each local part
of the object's boundary.
Now let's go through the exercises in three dimensions.

Question 3. What are the minimum and maximum
possible area surpluses? Give examples of objects that
produce these extremes.
Question 4. Generalize to (l/- 1)-dimensional boundaries of N-dimensional objects.
After you have gone through this exercise, it should
be clear that the "digital-world"
approximation to a
.between
smooth object is somewhere
a "flat-planar
facet" approximation and a"fractal" approximation. For
a " flat-planar facet" approximation, the facets ate organized each with the average inclination of the piece of
surface being approximated. As the facets get smaller on
a smooth object, the area of facet approximation becomes as close as you like to the area of the original
object. Thus the area surplus of the "flat-facet" approxi-

mation is 1.
On the other hand/ suppose you approximate the
original surface by a {ractal-a surface made out of
bumps, in which each bump has on it smaller bumps
of the same shape. In that case, the area is infinite, and
thus the area surplus is also infinite. The digital world,
tricky as it is, is not nearly so weird as the world of
fractals, which has been an object of fascination in
mathematics during the past generation or so.
O
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ChallEltUB$
Plrysics
P256
Gone with the wind. Measuring
wind velocity in a sandstorm using
conventional devices is difficult (and
dangerous), because such storms are

usually relatively small and continuously moving. Therefore, an
enterprising student proposed measuring the wind velocity with a portable radar, which is possible be-

cause a sandstorm carries many
small particles that reflect radio

tube of height H : 152 cm (fig. 2).
The atmospheric pressure is 105 Pa,
and the temperature is To: 17"C. To
what temperature 7, must the air in
the tube be heated to drive all the
mercury out of the tube? (E. Butikov,
A. Bykov, and A. Kondratiev)

P25B
Mote in a capacitor. A tuned circuit consists of an induction coil and
a para11e1-pl ate capacitor C with plate
separation d. The natural frequency
of oscillation of the circuit is o0. What
will the value of the natural frequency be if a point-charge q with
mass m is placedbetween theplates?
Neglect gravity, edge effects, and electrostatic image forces. (A. Andrianov
and D. Kuptsov)

P259
-5000
Figure

0

SOOO

1

waves at a frequency of f o=

1010 Hz.
The spectrum of the signal after reflection from the sandstom is given
in fig. 1, where Lf : f - fo. find the
maximum wind velocity in the
sandstorm. (D. Kuptsov)

Rotating dipole. An electric dipole is made of two particles with
the same mass m. The particles are
attached to the ends of a rigid
weightless rod of length 1. They have
electric charges +q and -4. This di-

Gorkov)

lUlalh

M256
Natural powers. Find a natural
number a such that 2a is a perfect
square/ 3a is a perfect cube, and 5a
is a perfect fifth power.

M257
Rooting around, Find the sum of

all the real roots of the two following equations:

#+6P+10x-15:0
and

#+6*+10x+23:0.
Nus!94

.o444g

Solve the equa-

M259

Quicksilver plug. Asmall air column o{ height h : 75 cm is plugged
by a mercury column in a vertical

m, +q

Figure 3

W

Refraction in a ball. A narrow
light passing through the
center of a glass ball of radius R is
focused at a distance 2R from its
center. Find the refractive index of
the glass. (S. Gordyunin and P.
beam of

M258

P257

Figure 2

P260

pole is rotating with an angular velocity in the horizontal plane around
the vertical axis that passes through
the dipole's center (fig.3). At some

time,

a

vertical magnetic field B is

turned on. Describe the steadystate motion of the dipole. (S.
Zdravkovich)

Pyramid ensphercd. A triangular
pyramid is given such that a1l plane
angles at one of the vertices are
right. It is known that apoint exists
such that its distance from the given
vertex is 3, and the distances from
th: other vertices are "Ji , "J6, and
f , respectively. Find the radius of
the sphere circumscribed around
this pyramid.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 23
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Col'e dynalnic$
Why does a transformer need a core?
by

A

Dozorov

}il, SIMPLEST TRANSFORMER
(fig. 1) has two coils wound
around an iron core. The primary coil is connected to a
source of alternating voltage. A resistor (the load) is connected to the
secondary coil. Both coils ate
threaded by the same alternating
magnetic flux generated by the alternating current of the source. An induced emf
cl - -lll

vI+et=lrRt

A(D
-

n,
tums. Here A@ is the change in the
magnetic flux threading a turn during period At. An emf is also generated in the secondary coll, and it
arises in the primary coil that has

equals

ez=_nz

running of a transformer. We also
assume that the ohmic resistance of
the primary coil is very small compared to its inductive impedance.
According to Kirchhoff's second
law, the algebraic sum of all emfs in
a closed circuit equals the sum of
the potential drops in various sections of this circuit:

AO

Here v, is the emf of the voltage
source/ r, is the current/ and R, is the
ohmic resistance of the primary'coil.
Since R, is very small (R, --r 0),
VI + et:0, Or

Yt: -at'
When the secondary coil is disconnected (ir= 0]1, the potential drop
across its leads will be

N.

Let's assume that the secondary
coil is not connected to any load. In
other words, we consider the idle

.

vz = -oz'

Thus, the voltage ratio is vrf v,
which in the terms of effective (root mean square) values looks
like
=

e2f ey,

v,

tt..

-t',, Vl '€.t i7t

(1)

This equation poses the cluestion
of why a transformer needs a core.
Rea1ly, the voltage ratio depends
only on the number of turns in each
coil. Paradoxrcally, the parameters
of an iron core are absent from equa-

Figure

t4

tion (1). Can these parameters

1
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be

chosen arbitrarilyl Perhaps a transformer needs no core at all? Under
what conditions can this be true?
To crack this puzzle we must
look more attentively at our mathematical manipulations. In deriving
equation (1) we tacitly supposed that
the magnetic fluxes threading
through the primary and secondary
coils are eclual. However, this assumption may not be true: Some
portion of the magnetic flux generated by the primary coil may not
pass through the secondary coil,
which should degrade the efficiency,
performance, and technical quality
of the transformer.
Perhaps the main role of the core
is to decrease the scattering of the
magnetic fieid? However, there are
many other (and much easier) ways
to keep the magnetic field inside a
transformer. For example, one can
attach the secondary coil just above
the primary coil, or attach both of
them to a toroidal (donut-shaped)
coil. The same question arises: Why
does a transformer need a rathet
heavy iron core, in which, by the
wa, some energy losses are unavoidable, because of eddy currents and
hysteresis? In short, a core has -rny $
deficiencies. Why do we need it, af- ter all?
,P
As a rule, the characteristics of ?
real devices are inferior to those of f;
.--iL ^ -,] L-- -- --L
by math- Othe ideal devices described
ematical models (particularly by _o
I
simplified ones). This is also true in {

l-:

. i

lr,lll!l

rti,,r
lr

.']

.:
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the case of transformers. When can
a transformer reasonably be considered an ideal one? First, let's find a
qualitative answer. In a transformer
the electromagnetic energy passes
from the primary to the secondary
coil. In an ideal device, the energy
transferred to the load (connected to

figuration, the iocation of the point at
which the field is measured, and the
magnetic properties of the surround-

ing medium. Inside a solenoid the
magnetic field is homogeneous. We
can deduce that B : Vlnll, where p is
the magnetic permeability, n is the
number of turns in the solenoid, and
the secondary coil) equals the energy' I is its length. Plugging this formula
taken by the primary coil from the into equation (3) yields
source. We can speak here of power
instead of energy. It is also desirable

@

= BSn -P"In2s

corresponds to the power coefficient cos (D = 1. Mathematically
these requirements are written as

.

1

to have the maximum power/ which

By comparing this ecluation with
ecluation (4)we get the inductance of
a solenoid:

- urr2s
L=*"."

VorIo, =VorIor,

(51

1

where the index 0 corresponds to the
amplitudes of the currents and volt-

This condition modifies equation (I ) in the following way:

ages.

Vo,

-

Io,

nt
Vo, Io,-rr.

iol

tLt

Note that in contrast to ecluation
current
flowing in the transformer's coils.
Now let's calculate the currents 10,
and Io, in the case when the transformer is running with a load. To do
this, we need the notions of induction and mutual induction.
The magnetic flux O that threads
through the circuit of area S oriented
perpenficular to the circuit's plane is
(1), equation (2) accounts for

@:

where B

BS,

magnetic field
strength. When the magnetic flux is

generated by an electric current, B is

proportional to the strength of this

curent

1:

@*B* I, or @ = LI.

l4l

The proportionality coefficient I
is called the inductance of the circuit. What is this parameter determined by?
Consider a long coil with alarge

number of turns (a solenoid). The
magnetic field generated by a currcnt-carryrng wire is always proportional to the strength of the current,
but it also depends on the wire conll,lARCll/APRII. ISSS

nl

ltLr.
17\
r'i

n)

Note that there is only one magnetic field in the transformer core,
but mathematically it can be subdivided into two parts. The total magnetic field is almost entirely determined by the primary coil and the
voltage of the source to which it is
connected. However, it is convenient
to consider the individual components of the magnetic fields generated by the currents I, and Ir.
Let's c,ontinue our story about a
transformer running with a load.
First, we write Kirchhoff's second
law for the closed primary circuit,

In a simiiar way, the concept of
mutual induction and the corresponding parameter o{ mutual inductance
M are introduced for two circuits. In
our case it is mutual induction of the
primary and secondary coils of the

and then we do the same for the sec-

transformer. When the secondary coil
is connected to a load, an electric current flows in the secondary circuit.
We note its effective value as 1r. Simultaneously, the cuffent in the primary coil changes. Now its effective
value 1, differs from the current flowing in the idle transformer. The magnetic flux @, generatedby the primary
coil and which threads through the
secondary coil is proportional to the
current 1, in the primary coil:

Vosin rot, and the other two emfs
result from induction. One of them
is the self-induction emf er' gefierated by the alternating current rr.
Another err.f le1") results from mutual induction. It is generated by
the current i, which produces an
alternating magnetic fiux in the
primary coil. Bearing in mind equation (4), we get

@zn

It,

Or @2 =

MIt.

ondary circuit. In the primary circuit
(fig. 1) the resistance is extremely low
(Rr + 0), so the algebraic sum of all
emfs in this circuit is zero. One emf

in this circuit is the applied voltage

vr:

ei, =-L,r]=-1114N'
,Ai ' At

,

where

(3)

is the

Atr fl) r
lvt--L)-

Similar1y, the magnetic flux @,
threading through the primary coil
and generated by the secondary coil
is proportional to the current 1, in
the latter coil:
@tn Iz, or @t = MI2.

rn=i

I7t

n2

and

ei'=-MN2.

'a/

Thus, for the primary.circuit we
have:

The coefficient of proportionality
M (mutuai inductance) is the same
in both equations, and it can be obtained in the same way as the inductance of a solenoid:

14=v\!zs
I
Expressions (5) and (5) result

(6)

in

urarLt- ou4L -

v^ sinrrrf

MN',

=0.

igl

There are two emfs in the second-

ary coil: the self-induction emf

' =-L..N'
'LL =-lp MN'
N

e..'

and the mutual induction emf

.nrtNl
^ " -- -tyt-.
02
Lt

sinror

Vo

-

For the sake of simplicity, the
secondary ioil is connicted to an

ohmic load with resistance

works. However, these equations
are not very simple (they are called
"di{ferential" ), because they contain
the rates of changes of the unknown
values lNrlLt and NrlLtl. Still, let's
try to solve them.
Because the voltage applied to the
primary coil is a sinusoid function of
time, it is natural to suppose that
both currents in the transformer vary
according to the same sinusoid law,
although with various phases and
amplitudes. So, we seek the currents

i, = A sin (rot - u) and

B sin (rot - F), where A, B, u, and
B are constants. The rute of change of
the first curent is given by

&r= i1(r+Ar)-il(r)
-A

=2

ul-

sin(r,rr

0,

F) =

(Ba)

B)

- a)

- u)

lea)

Each of these equations can be
rewritten in the form
asinrot + Zrcosrot =

0,

(10)

with the time-independent coefficients a andb. Equation (10)is true
for any moment of time if simultaneously a = 0 andb = 0. Thus, two
equations make four:
Vs

- pMAasincr -

MBrosinB = 6,

pAcoscx+BcosB=Q,

-llrtrrrirB
p
1urr,l
p

"o,

- MArrrsin o = RBces

0 + MAro cos

cx

F,

= RB sin F.

After solving this system, we get the
amplitudes of the currents in the primary and secondary circuits as well
as

At
+ At). sin[co(r
/
L'

-

= Rrsin(ror _ p).

problem of how a transformer

AT

MArrlcos(r,lt

/or
t/'1

Solving the system of equations (B)
and (9) is the final answer to the

ir:

MBrrlcos(rrl,

R.

-

in the form

(note that the turns ratro p must be

pMAacos(or - o)

-!MBr"os(rot -

Therefore,
= Ri".
-!*4,
- MN,
L
Lt
P Ar

*

the phase shi{ts of the currents rela-

tive to the applied sinusoid voltage.
Finally we get

Lt
A

41).
af.ir'Al2 "orl.r, - o * 2)

Ior =

\

Making A, infinitesimally small, we
may use the approximate formulas

. oA,= oAt
sln-

22 -

and

/
\

cosl rot

lr\

cos(orr - o(++
2)I =

a).

pR,

o=^r"r^n*,
Ma

E*^9=arocos(ror-F).
At

Ar-->0

Now equations (8)and (9)become
the trigonometric equations

F=fr.

Does this solution meet the requirements of the ideal properties of
the transformer (equation (2))? Let's
check it. The ratio of amplitudes of
the currents is
10,

Similarly,

h+-(#)"

, -o-Vo
_u)
tn^-D-_

Thus,

!"i*=Acocos(rot-cx).
at-+0
At

A=

r{f
[f[Mrol

=4=1
I0,,
B p\

The latter expression coincides with
equation (2) only if the second term
under the radical tends to zero:

RRl
pSnrnrrrr
Ma
-=-:A

constant). Therefore, a transformer
can be considered as ideal

if

1. the magnetic permeability of
the core is large;
2. the frequency of the alternating
current or is rather high;
3. the numbers of turns in both
coils are large;
4. the resistance of the secondary
coil is low;
5. the length of any coil is smallthat is, they are wound tightly.
Each of these conditions should

"sufficiently small" (large,
high, low, and so on). To make a
transformer similar to the ideal one,
the most practical requirement
must be met first. It is the choice of
core, which should be made of a
material with high magnetic permeability. For a vacuum, F = F6, the permeability of free space, while the
ferromagnetic materials are characterized by p 10,000p0. The other
=
way is to increase the number of
turns/ but this is not praetrcal, because it leads to a drastic increase in
be read as

the size and price of the transfofiner.
An increase in the frequency of the

alternating current should be very
large in comparison with the industrial frequency o{ SOHz (it must be
increased by several thousand times

for the efficient performance of
coreless transformers). Such an in-

crease creates a number of huge
technical problems. However, high
frequencies are widely used in electronic devices. You may guess that
there are plenty of coreless transformers that are very close to the
ideal model transformer.
O
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Diuide and Gorquer!
How to master divisibility

by Ruma Falk and Eyal Oshry
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OW DO YOU TELL WHETHER
a given natural number is divis-

ber 7,031,673. The zigzag sum
is

ible by, say,9 (that is, without
leaving a remainder)? Although
your calculator may give you an instant answer, there is stil1 a conceptual and mathematical challenge in
being able to predict what it willtel1
you.
Many of us have encountered criteria for divisibility in the course of
our school years. For example, we
know that a number is divisible by
5 if it ends in 0 or 5, and by 2 i{ the
last digit is even. A number is divisible by 4 if the number consisting of
the last two digits on the right is divisible by 4, and it is divisible by 8
if the number formed by the last
three digits is divisible by B. The criterion for divisibility by 3 and 9 is
also well-known. A number is divisible by 3 (or 9) if and only if the sum
o{ its digits is divisible by 3 (or 9).
Predicting divisibility by 11 is
more of apuzzle. The answer is fun:
You have to calculate a "zigzag
sum" of the digits, by alternately
adding and subtracting successive
digits of the number. The number is
divisible by 1 I if and only if thatzigzagsum (whether it is positive, zero,
or negative) is an integer multiple of
11. For example, consider the num-

7-0+3-1+5-7+3:11.

r8
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Indeed, as your calculator will tell
yor, 7,03I,673 = lI . 639,243.
Flowever, simple criteria are not
available for every possible divisor.
The number 7, for example, is notorious for evading an efficient criterion. The apparent unrelatedness of
the diverse criteria is intriguing, and

we may rightly resent having to
memorize a list of arbitrary rules. A
general principle for establishing
divisibility by any divisor at all
would be much nicer.
Lr the following we present a very

basic and general criterion for the divisibility of a natural number Nby a
potential divisor d, andshow that the

familiar criteria are special

cases of

written

n + 1 digits anan_r . . . araraoland
an* O), then

N:

ar10" + ar-rlOn-l + . .
+

arl) + an.

g

I

I

j
i

it.

divisilility

A generalmitenion lon
If N is a positive integer

t

.

(1)

We wish to know whether N is divisible by a given (natural) number
d. CIearIy, it d > N12, it will not di-

i

vide N: It will be too big.
Take any number c that has the
same remainder as 10 when divided
by d. We then say that 10 and c are

congruent modulo

Now the statement that N is divisible by d is just the statement that
N has remainder 0 when divided by
d, arrd this gives us our general criterion:

10 = c (mod d).

Nis divisibleby d if

d, and write
Obviously, if d < lO,
then c : 10 - d is congruent to 10
modulo d. It was the great discovery
of Carl Friedrich Gauss, the "Prince
of Mathematics," that these congruences for the most part follow the
rules of usual arithmetic. In particu1ar, if we replace 10 by c in any polynomial expression, the new value of
the expression will be congruent to
the old one, modulo d (we will not
have changed the remainder when
we fivide by d).
Let us do this for expression (1).
We obtain
, -n-l f ...
^n au
nu
n- ,u
r
+ arc + ao (mod

d).

(21

and only if
an-tcu-1 + . . . + alc + ao
is divisible by d-that is, when
10=c(modd).
aocn +

(In fact, relationship (2) says a bit
more. It lets us know how to compute

the remainder when N is divided by
d, without actually dividing. We will
use this in{ormation later).
Examiles and ercruises

Problem 1. Show that the criterion for divisibility by 9 follows
from relationship (2).
Solution. Note that 10 = 1 (mod
9). Thus we can let c = 1 in (2), to
find that

N=aot an-r+...

+

at+ ao(mod9).

Problem 2. Show that the number
8,333,557,77 8,844,466,686 is divis-

ible by 9.
Solution. We find that the sum of
the digits of this huge number is
108. We could check directly that
l0B is divisible by 9, but we can also
appiy our trick a second time. That
is, 108 is divisible by 9 if and only if
1 + 0 + B : 9 is divisibleby 9, and thiq
is surely true.
The techniclue of applying a divisibility criterion repeatedly is an important one.
Problem 3. Find the digit x if the
number 1473x94 has remainder 5
when divided by 9.
Solution. The number
1473fl4= |

+4+7+

3+ x+ 9 + 4 (mod9)

7fA*x(mod9)

i=1+x(mod9).
Since this must be congruent to

5

modulo 9, x can only be the digit
Problem 4. Show that the criterion for divisibility for 3 follows
from relationship (2). Hint: Show
that you may take c to be 1.
Problems 5-8: (There may be
more than one answer to some of
these cluestions. If this is the case,
find all possible answers.) Find the
missing digit x if
5. 12345x9 is divisible by 9.
6. L2345x9 is divisible by 3.
7.12345fl is congruent to 4 mod 9.
8.1'2345fl is congruent to 2 mod3.
Problem 9. We know that a number is even (divisible by 2) if and only
if its rightmost digit is even. How
does this (very easy) divisibility criterion follow from (2)?
Problem 10. Show that the criterion for divisibility by 4 follows
from (2).
Solution. Note that 1d = 2 (mod 4).
We let c = 2 tn all but one of the
terms in relationship (2):
4.

tl,') t l:/1

N=ar2'+an-rTn-l+...
+ arll + ao (mod 4).
(Can you see which term is treated

differently? How can we justify this

treatment?) Then we note that
(mod4) forn> 1. SoN=ai10
+ ao (mod 4), which is exactly our

2=0
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criterion for divisibil it'.y by 4.
Problem 11. Show that the criterion for divisibility by 8 follows
from relationship (2).
Problem 12. State and prove a criterion for divisibilityby 16.
Solution. A number is divisible
by 15 if the number formed by its
Iast four digits is divisible by 16.
Problems 13-24. Find all possible
values for the missing digits x and y

if
13. 3578x8 is divisible by 4.

14.3578x8 is divisible by

B.

L5.945x34 is congruent to 2 mod B.
L6.I435x9 is congruent to 5 mod 16.

t7.23y579x is divisible by 5.
18. x003561 is divisible by 18.
19. 345xy is divisible by 24.
20.456x7y2- is divisible by 12.
21.45x83y is divisible by 15.
22. 30l4x5y is divisible by 12.
23.9x2x1has remainder 3 when
divided by 12.
24.42673xy is divisible by 50.
To discuss divisibility by 11, we
must talk about remainders of negative dividends. While our remarks
are perfectly general, we will take
the divisor 11 as an example.
We know that 47 has remainder
3 when divided by ll-that is,
47 =3 (mod 11). If we add a multiple
of 1 1 to 47, it is not hard to see that
the result will still be congruent to
3, modulo 11 (try it). But we can also
subtract multiples of ll {rorrr 47
without changing this remainder.

47-rt=36,
47 -22:25,

47

-33:

14,

and

47-44=3
are aII congruent to 3 modulo
Let's continue our subtractions:

11.

47_55:_8,

47-66:-19,
47

-77:

-30.

We will agree to say that the
numbers -8, -19, and -30 are also
congruent to 3, modulo 1 1. It turns
out that this is a very convenient
way to speak of remainders of negative numbers. Indeed, in advanced

2l
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(and

And now, as mathematicians
often do, we generalize the notion
of congruence to negative numbers by making the above observation into a definition That is, we
say that a = b (mod d) for any two
numbers a and b if and onlry If a - b
is a multiple of d.
Using this idea, we can say that
10 = -l (mod 1 1), since 10 - (-1) : 1 1.
Problem 25. Prove the "zigzag
sum" criterion for divisibility by 1 1.
Problems 26-28. Find all possible
values for the missing digits x and y
if:
26. 143x59 is divisible by 11.

Clearly, if d is our potential divisor
(d < Nl2), and we take any number
c such that b = c (mod dl, we obtain
the same congruence as in relationship (2). Our extended general criterion is now as follows:

visible by 11.

N

:

0)

aob| +

in the b-system, then

an-rb|-r

+ . . . + arb + ao.

Nis divisibleby d if and only if
au* + ao_t*-l + ... + arc + aois
divisible by d,wherc ara,_r.. . drao
are the digits of the numbet N,
written in a system of base b, and

b:

c (mod dl.

In particular, when d : b - l, we get
b=l (modd). This means that anum-

congruent to 5 mod 1 1.
28.3074x8y is divisible by 33.

ber is always divisible by b - I if its
sum of digits is divisible by b - 1. Furthermore, this criterion applies to any

Problem 29.For any three digits
A, B, and C, show that the number
ABCABC is always divisible by 7.
Solution. We have

divisor ol b - 1, as in the case of the
number 3 in the decimal svstem.
The difficufof t"itmjfor divisibility by 7 ,''now disappears. As

27 .143x59 is

ABCABC = IO5A + TO4B + 1O3C
+ l02A + 10B + C.
Usingd= 7, c:3 (since 10=3 (mod
and relationship (2), we find
ABCABC = 35A + 348 + 33C

7)),

+

32A+BB+C(mod7).

Therefore,

ABCABC:
+

(33 + I)(32A
38 + C) lmodT),

but 33 + I = 28 is a multiple of

well.
0eltmaliziilg fie diuisililily cfimriott

The above criterion for divis-

ibility

Ralph P. Bo4s suggests in "The
Lighter Side" oI the Two-Year College Mathematics lournal j979,
vol. 10, p. 28): "You just express the
number in base 8 and see if the sum
of digits is divisible by 7."
Problem 30. For which base(s) is
it true that a number is divisible by
2 if its sum of digits is even?
Solution. This is true for any odd
base (b) that is no less than 3. This
is because b = 1 (mod 2), andwemay

7.

This proves that ABCABC is divisible by 7. Alternatively, we can
note that ABCABC : ABC(1001),
and 1001 :7xllxl3. So the number ABCABC is divisible by 11 (as
can be verified by applying the zigzag-sum criterion) and 13 (try our
general criterion with c : *3) as

Indeed,

a,*

work, one defines the statement
a=b (mod 11)to say that a - b is di-

depends on the decimal sys-

tem: The number c has to satisfy
10 = c (mod d). However, we can
easily extend the criterion to any
base.

Let b denote the base of our system of numbers. If N is written as a
sequence of digits anar_r. . atao

usec=1.
Problem 31. Is the number
100111, as written in the binary system, divisible by 3?
Solution For b : 2 arrd d : 3, we may
take c: -1, because 2 = -l (mod 3).
Therefore, we should check the zigzagsum 1 -0 + 0- 1 + I - 1. Thesum
is zero, so the number is divisible by
3 (the number is 39 in decimal notation).
e
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0liding home
by Albert Stasenko

BRIGHT STUDENT OF AERO-

dynamics was daydreaming
about the upcoming semester break. He wanted dearlv
to spend his vacation at home.
However, airline tickets were expensive ancl he had no desire to
earn the money working as a retail salesman or a night-shift 1aborer.

Wel1, let the glider's mass be M,
let the mass of each friend and the
student himself be m, and 1et the
{orce applied by the cord be F. Now
we can wdte Newton's spdohd 1aw
for the horizontal mp4.ion of the
glider with a pilot (mdss M + m) and
for the vertical motibn of the platform with l/ friends (mass m{ the

platform being weightless):

We1l, knowledge real1y does
mean powerl Suddenly an idea
struck him. Why not construct a
glider and accelerate it on the slippery ice-covered roof of his dormitory? Such an acceleration could be
performed with the help of his
friends by means of a weightless
unstretchable cord threaded through
a frictionless pulley (fig. 1) Were it
also possibie to disregard friction on
the roof and air resistance . . .

of gravity provided by the friends,
and the left-hand side is the mass of
the entire system Mo: M + m(N + 1)
(including the mass of the student
and the glider), which is accelerated
by this force.

According to equation (1), the acceleration is constant, so the veloc-

ity will increase linearly with time,
and the distance covered will in-

(M+m)a*=F,,
mNao = mNS-

The meaning of this equation is
clear: Its right-hand side is the force

crease as the square of the time:

Fy.

v=at,

Since the cord is unstretchable,
the values of the accelerations of its
ends are equal. That is, ar: a, : a,
andF*- F,: F. So, these equations

can be coinbined to form a single
equation by canceling out F:
[l,zt+

m(x+l)]a

=

mNs.

S=V=A.

*
Z,

where

mN

*a=-o
Mon'

(i)

However, the time variable r is
not important in this case. It is critical that the dormitory height H and
the number of friends N are sufficient to impart to the glider some

minimum velocity v-r. for its successful take-off. Therefore, it is better to write how the velocity depends on the distance trdveled. This

is done by canceling r from the
above equations:

v=,)tlvorv

) =tlv.

(2)

This equation looks very familiar
to us. Inserting a into it, we get:
FigUre

1.

A ltistoric flight. Key: 1. Srutlent o/

2. Friends of total mas,s mN.

mrz,s-s

rn.

*,,+=
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which makes it possible to
write the air resistance as
K=

,,
2
-,)
Y-

C f C *,

E
tt-=-&

r*

K

2

=-9trr.
K z"Y'

Now let's add the work

performed by this force to equation (3).
Since this work varies during the ac-

v)
tnt n
2

celeration of the glider, this ecluation should be applied not to some
long distancey,but only to small increments Ay of the trajectory, where
the variable force can be considered
constantl

HH'
mln
Fi g

U f

e 2. D ep endence

of the glidel s v elocity on the accelar ation

Really, this is an old friend: the
conservation of the mechanical energy.

It

says that the

*4fl=m,sar-f,s,(*)* o

m1n

kinetic energy

is acquired at the expense of the potential energy of the friends due to
their descent from zeto to -y, or in
other words, due to the work performed by the constant force of gravity Nmg along the path s : y.ln accordance with our intuition, in the
absence of energy dissipation (we are
neglecting friction), the " energy"
equation (3) is equivalent to the
"force" equation (1).
Thus, within the framework of

the assumed simplifications, the

p

ath.

This estimate differs irom rhe
precise formula only b1' a drmensionless proportionalirr cocitrcicnt
C, which depends on the .e11der's
design and can't be deduced rlth all
the might of dimensional anal,vsis
{see "The Power oi DLmensional
Thinking" by Y. Bruk and A.
Stasenko, in Qurilrui:r -\lay/fune
1992, p.34, {or more details on this
method). Another theor,v or additional experimental data are necessary to obtain thrs factor, which is
known as the drag coefltcient.Thts,
to iaunch the gllder, the following
requirement rnust be met:

specific kinetic energy of the system

vzlZ lthat is, the energy per unit

mass) is proportional to the distance

y

fig. 2 and ecluation (2)).
Can we decide what criticai (mini
mum) velocity vmh must be developed to successfully launch the
glider? The question is quite important, because although the dormitory
is tall, its height is limited. Will it be
enough to launch the glider? We can
see that at this minimum velocity the
glider's li{t Fn, will precisely counterbalance its iveight (M + m)g. From
dimensional analysis, it is clear that
the li{t is proportional to the square of
the speed, the wing's area S, and the
density of the air p:

C- ,

5P =

(M *

m)S.

(5)

(see

a

4, *

tto

rsp.
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The horizontal hne in fig. 2 marks
rhis minunum velocity v-r..
At this point the student had another brarnstorm: How could the lift
exist u,ithout air resistance? Somethrng rvas wrong in the previous
analysis. We rlust insert either the
air reslstance F, into equation (1) or
its work into equation (3). It looks
like the air resistance should be determined by the same physical values but taken with another proportionality coefficient Cr. The smaller
the air resistance {or a given lift, the
more perfect the design of the aircraft. There is a concept of the aero-

So now we have a differential
equation for *12 as a function of y.
These magic words did not confuse
the student. This ecluation was certainly not particularly difficult, and
he surely could solve it. However,
much can be seen even without
solving this equation.
For example/ we can see that at
any instant {or at arry coordinate y)
the glider's speed with air resistance
will be less than in the ideal case of
no air resistance. Thus, the corresponding curve in figure 2 will be
lower than the line ay. When the air
resistance (which is persistently rising during the acceleration of the
glider) becomes equal to the force of
gravity mNg, the glider's speed will
not increase any more/ and the glider
will move with the maximum speed
v-o. Substituting zero for the lefthand side of equation (6) we get
)
'mrx
a

-=

K
mNs_
"

csp
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The corresponding hori zontal line is
dashed in figure 2. The curve of the
dependence of the specific kinetic

energy on the distance will approach
but never reach this line. Figure 2
shows that if air resistance is taken
into account, this curve crosses the
hne tP-rnl2 (which corresponds to
the minimum velocity v-rrr) at
E-i, , .FI-rr. Flowever, it may never
cross this limiting line, because to
make
it possibie, the requirement
quality
aircraft
of
an
dynamic

*^olf
I must be met. Divid^ir> (7lby equation (5), we
ing equation
get another form of this condition:
'mNI(
M+m

glider's velocity on distance.Why
not? We must only solve equation
(B) with the following initial confition: The glider's speed is zero at

lutions from the very beginning, but
now he knew the precise answers to
the "how much" questions.
We can see another important
aspect of this equation (6) without
solving it, but rather by transform,
ing it. Let's use the characteristic
velocity ymax as a scaling {actor. To
this end we divide equation 16l bV
equation (71 and then by the total

^(*)'

"annihilates" any constant value
(and even the number 1 in the last
equation). By introducing a new
variable

" l,
0=1-[Y-""
\.

Now we see that the distance increment Ly "warrts" to be compared

with some characteristic

value,

which must also have the dimension o{ length. This value awaits us

in the last brackets on the righthand side of the equation. Let's denote it by ft:

The parameter ft is not iust a haphazard combination of a set of physical values. It really characterizes the
distance at which the glider's velocity "almost" reaches its maximum,
or as physicists say, relaxes to the

steady-state value. Thus .h can be
referred to as the relaxation length.
It seems we have now eovered
this problem in enough detail. Still,

inquisitive reader might want to
know the precise dependence of the
an

M260
scribed in tri angle ABC touches BC at
polnt 7, and Mis the midpoint of the
altitude drawn to BC. Point P is the

second point of intersection of line
7M with the inscribed circle. Prove

points B, C, and P touches the circle
inscribed in triangle ABC lfig. al.

-F'h'
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,t2y
I v ) =t-e-T

['-r*

csp

the drag coefficient to be C = l.
Then,ft=10m.

Figure 4

that the circle that passes through

4y

This equation is a backbone of science. It is extremely widespread. For
example, it describes the decay of
radioactive atoms (inwhich case yis
time and h is the half-life). It also describes the growth of microbes in a
Petri dish (h is negative in that case).
In our case the solution of this equation is

*-KMo
Assume the aerodynamic quality of
the glider to be K= 10, the area o{ its
wings to be S = 10 m2, the density of
the frosty air to be p = 1 kg/m3, and

,/

we can rewrite equation(8) in the
form
d0 =

CiB

Cfucular inscription. A circle in-

rt2

t
(8)

=-^[,-(*)"]

because the increment symbol A

mass Mn:

[, [*)')(**)^,

A

Notice that we can write

crease K). He had guessed these so-

=

13

y:0.

>1.

Now the student knew what to
do for a successful flight: invite
more friends (increase N), design a
lighter glider (decrease M), or make
the glider more aerodynamic (in-

^[*)'

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

J

(if you don't believe it, ask a passerby).

Now the student, having mea,
sured the height of his dormitory,
could calculate how many friends
he must invite to give the glider the
necessary velocity.

Alas, after calculating all the expenditures; anticipating the objections of the dormitory supervisor,
his friends, and the police; and considering the high probability of the
coming thaw (in which case friction
with the roof must be taken into
consideration), the ambitious stu-

dent decided that

it would

be

cheaper to buy an airline ticket after

all. Bon voyage, young inventorl Q
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0nu,s hEsIappruach
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leams that simple
ma th em ati c al
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t

The assertion
of step 1 shows

..a A

1'

-r? -*

-,

that the sequence
1/rrr "creeps up
on" the number 1.
So it is a candidate for approximating the number 1, which is
what we are asking about in our
problem. But is it
the best candi-

questions often
have complex and pro-

found answers. Several
such questions concem
aprepresenting
proximating integers as

or

sums of reciprocals of
natural numbers. Here
is one of them.

Problem: Take n
natural numbers such

date?

Step 2: Suppose

that the sum of their reciprocals is less than 1.

we have the sum
of the n numbers

How large can their
sum be?

This problem was first formulated by the American mathematician Kellogg. In 1915 Carmichael
presented the problem in his book

Diophantine Analysis.In 1922 the
American mathematician Kersetz
gave a solution. We will present here
another, much shorter, proof.
We creep up on the problem itself
in several steps. Step 1 introduces a
sequence that will prove to be the
hero of our story.
Step 1: The sequence r1r r2t rz, . . .
is defined by the conditions:

It :

a
c)

C
o
--)

b
CU

-C

,O

2, rn*t

: rtrz . . . rn*'.

The first few terms of this sequence
are 2, 3, 7, 43, 1807, 3263443, . .
Show that for any n,
.

11
-+-+...+-<1.
\rzrn
1

_o
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111
-+-+-+...
\r2hrn

Solution: The equation that determines rn+r can be written as

r,*r: (rn- l\rn + l,

11
=-l lrr-l)r"

sum

r,

-l

r,,

Therefore,

| (I

1 r

r)

r-;l---

rn [r, -t
*( ' - ' )*
(rr-t rs-l)
rt -rrz

|

I l=r- I .r,--'|
*( t - rr-1_
1) rn+1-1
[rr-l
rr

- 1: 2- | :

1.

what we wanted to prove.

11
+-+-

111
-+-+-+...
\brjr,ra

is still less than 1
Solution: We must choose a : r,*1.
In fact, we've aheady proven this.
Indeed, suppose we had tried to
make it even a bit smaller, by choosing a: rn*t- l. Then the above calculation shows that our sum
?

rz-l)

-f

because

1

We already know that this sum is
less than 1. What is the smallest
number awe cafl choose so that the

or

rr+1

+-

This is

1l
111
_+_+_+...
+_+rn
rn*t -l
12
\
h
would equal

1.

Thus,

if we have aheady chosen

111
-+:+-+...
q,rzhrn

+-I

to approximate 1, and we want to
add one more term/ the biggest step
that we can take toward 1 (without

actually touching the number 1) js
llrn*r.But we have not yet shown
that the sequence {rr} is the solution
to problem 1. Perhaps if we had
taken n different numbers, we could
have gotten closer still with one
more step.
What is this mystery sequence
that solves our problem? We now
give thre e crit ena tMEth-is s equence
must satisfy. Later on, we will see
that (a) the sequence {ri} satisfies
these criteria, and (b) {r;} in {act
solves the problem.
Step 3: Suppose we have a sequence larl that gives our answer to
problem 1. That is, suppose at I az
3 as . . . < a, oI n naturalnumbers,
such that the sum

and that c > 0. We must prove only

that bn_, > c. Since {ar} is the best
approximation of 1, if we increase
the we have

lt11
_+_
at az

+_>1,
ar_t -l

an_)

or

_11
f _____

11a_

aI a)

an_Z

an_t

-l

B,

all the inequalities (iii) reduce to

equalities.

Forn : 2, relationships (i)-(iii) immediately imply that B, > 0, , 0,
Fr * Fz: 1, and 0, < Fr.Therefore,
0, = 0, : ll2.Letn > 2. Suppose that
there is at least one strict inequality
among (iii). Then, we can find i and
i such that 1 < i<i<n, inequalities
(iii) are strict for r < k < i, and such
that these inequalities reduce to
equalities fork : i - 1 and k : I (obviously, we can consider the cases
k : i - 1 andk = I only forr > 1 and
f < n, respectively). Let's prove that
we can "jrggle" the numbers B, and
B7 in such a way that conditions (i)(iii) remain true and the product
0t ... 0, decreases. Since this fact
contradicts the choice of

B as

the set

with the minimal product of

Therefore

an 2

a1

11

1

a,r_t-7 0,
1-=n
- 0nr

r

ele-

ments/ the supposition that there is
a strict inequality among (iii) will be

1l

.l

a=t___

1

1111T-T...r-(I,

at a2 a3

statement of the definition of c (we
see later why we include it here).
Most of condition (ii) is almost as
easy. We know from the definition
of the sequence lar] that

will

an-l

;&;-n

*lr l'

disproved.
Let us substitute 0i for B-' : Fi * e
and B, for B,' : B, - e, where e > 0. The

product of the elements of the new
set is less than for set B, because

g:P;=Fi0i -s(BJ -Br)-e2 <F;pi.

an

This proves that condition (ii)holds.
and such that this sum is the closest

It remains to prove the set of in-

approximation to I by reciprocals of
natural numbers. Let bo: lf aofor

equalities that constitute condition

k:I,2,

(iii). These follow from the equa-

.. tn- 1, andletc:t-lbt
+ br+ br+ . . . + b,_r). (Thus c is the

tions

error committed in approximating
with the sum

bp*1

111
-+-+-+...+-.
ar a2 a3

1

I
an_t

Then the set {b1, br, . . .bn_r, cl satisfies the following three conditions:
(l) b, + br+ bu+ . . . + bo_, + c = L;
{ii) bl > brz . . .2bn_t> c2.0;
l1l1) bpz. . . bk1 bk*r * bk*z * . . .
+ bn_, + c, for k = l, 2, . . . n - l.

After we take step 3, our strategy
be to show that c, the error of
approximation, cannot be less than
llk"- 1), and that if c : llft,- ll,
then ao = r*for k < n as wel1. This
will solve our problem-well, almost.
But let us retum to the solution to
step 3. Condition (i) is merely a re-

will

+bp*2+...

+

c=7-br-br-...-bx

111
11.

- Nrh.h-

A.

N
tl,-

41a1.. . . ap

h.

where N is a certain natural number. Therefore, the last expression
in this equation is not less than
brb, . . . bk. This concludes the
solution to step 3.
Step 4: The set lbL, b2, . . . , bn_r, cl
satisfying confitions (i) through (iii),
and for which c is minimal, coincides with the set llf r, Lf 12, . . .,
I f rn_

1, I

llr"- Ill.

We prove this proposition by starting with the set lbr, b2, . . . , bn_r, cl

such that the product brb, . . .bn_rc
is minimal. We then show that this
implies that c is also as small as possible. Finaliy, we show thatbr: lf rr.
Now we can prove that for any set

We can see that set B' satisfies
condition (ii). The inequalities (iii)
also hold for k < i and k> I for any
e > 0. For r < k < l, the left-hand side
of each of these inequalities increases by a factor of (B, + e)lB, and
the right-hand side decreases by e.
Therefore, since these ineclualities
were strict for set B, they remain
valid for sufficiently small e.
Considering inequalities (i), we
see that only inequalities Br_ r 2 Fi
and B, ) 0,* , can be violated as a result of changing the set B (or inequalF, 2 0 for 7 = 17 carr be violated).

ity

However, they are not violated for
sufficiently small e, bec'ause the inequalities in question are strict. For
example,
Fi_r

20r.....0;_r =B, +...+F, >9;

and for n > 2, at least one of these inequalities is strict, because F1 < 1 and
Fr, 0. Similarly, F,, 0,* r{or i < n.
Let's sum up the results obtained.

We now know that the sequence p,,
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Y: X,

0<x<2

0<x<1

x0-ix

01ir01

abc

Figure

1

Here are some examples of functions that do not take the minimal value on a
given interval: (a) y : 1 - {x} ({x} denotes the fractional part of x); this function
is not continuous on the interval0 < x < 2, (b) y = 1/xfor x> 1 (the domain of
definition is unbounded); (c) y : x for 0 < x f. 1 (the domain of definition is not
closed).

. . ., F, satisfies the system of equa- 0, G, , Fr. We have
tions
a2n) o,r...a.n-rg, #i

1=Fr+...*F,,
0r = Fz +...+F,,

...P,-r

F,.

=

Subtract the second equation from
the first, the third equation from the
second, and so on to obtain the followingsystem of n- l equations:

1-Fr =9r,
o,(1-Fr)=Fr,
F,Fz(1-Fa)=Fa,
_
FrFz ... F,_r(1 F,_,) = Fn_r.

The first equation gives B, : I12.
Then, we can rewrite the kth equa-

tion(2<k<n-1)as
=

1-Fo

PrFz...Ft-r

tll

,

Fr Fr
Thus,

II

9,

:

0;.

,-rl

Fr-r

2 = r,. This implies

l/Fr: roforallk:I,. .,n-

that

1, and

111
_=-.....-+L

B, Fr

0,,-r

It remains to be proved that for
any set cr = (cr1, . . ., anl satisfying
conditions (i)-(iii) and different from
28
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,q

=Fzn.

i

0rFz=Fa+...+F,,
Fr

..F

(the first inequality Iollows from
confition (iii) for cr fo:ik= n - 1, and
the second inequality follows from
the choice of B. Thus, cr, > Br. If
cr, = Fr, theno, . . . crn = Fr . . . Fr.
However, in this case, the set cr satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) and has the
minimal product of its elements,
and thus is identical to p.
But we are not really done. So far,
we have proceeded innocently under
the assumption that there exists a
set with the minimal product of e1ements. That is, we must prove the
following.
Step 5: The function f(a1, . . ., anl
- cx,t . o, takes on a minimal value
on the set A of all sequences u = (cri,
..., o'n) that satisfy conditions (i)-(iii)
(this set will be called A).
If it is not clear why we must
prove this assertion/ look at figure 1.
It is not true that any function, defined on any set/ must take on a
minimal value on that set. Figure 1
shows several examples of functions
defined on intervals, whose values
are rcal numbers and which do not
take on minimal values on the intervals we have chosen for their domains of definitions. The function
in step 5 is a bit more complicated.
It is a function of several variables,
and its domain of definition is not
just a simple interval. The statement in step 5 asserts that it doesn't
act, on its domain, like the functions
in figure I do on theirs: Step 5 asserts
that this function does take on a
minimal value.

It turns out that assertion 5 rests
on some results from the calculus,
and we will give a sketch of how to
prove it. The following theorem is
proven in advanced courses in calculus: Any continuous function (of
one or severalvariables) defined on
a closed and bounded set must take
on a minimal value on that set.
We will apply this theorem to the
function in step 5.
First we argue that f is continuous. This means that its values on
two different sequences whose corresponding elements are sufficiently
close to each other can be made as
close as desired. Second, the set A is
bounded. This means that there exists some number N such that the
elements arof any sequence from A
do not exceed N (in absolute value).
In our case/ we can take N : 1.
Finally, setA is closed. This condition is a bit more complicated to describe, but not really difficult to understand. To say that A is closed
means that a sequence of its elements

converges to none of its own elements. This translates into the assertion about a sequence of secluences.
Suppose we imagine a first sequence
{crr}, then a second sequence {gJ, then
a third sequence {y;}, and so on. We
then form the sequence of first e1ements at, Ft, Tt,. . ., md suppose that
it converges to anumberpr. Continuing in the same way/ we get the sequence pi: (p' p2, p3,. . .). The statement that set A is closed means that
this sequence {p,} is an element of A,
and this statement follows from the
fact that none of theinequalities rn con-

ditions (i)-(iii) are strict inequalities.

Having shown that the function

f

of assertion 5 satisfies the conditions
of the theorem from calculus cluoted
above, we conclude that assertion 5

is correct, and that we havin't erred
in assuming the existence of a set
with a minimal product.
It is interesting that our problem,
which was stated purely as a problem in arithmetic, required the use
of a deep result in calculus. And yet

it is typical of the flavor of mathematics

as a

discipline that

a

simply

posed problem has a solution whose
roots reach deep.

o
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HE BEAUTY OF GEOMETRY
is also the beauty of geometric
formulas. Here we have gathered some of the most striking
algebraic relations in a discipline
dominated by figures.
1. The equation

.2

Remarlrahle UBontE

\

i
h

_p___

k_

t
I

sincr

sinB

C
,
siny

.-,|
^-

az =b2 + c2

-

x--s*al
K:rSt

bccoscr

a2+b2_c2

.7

represents the Pythagorean theorem: The scluare of the hypotenuse
of a right triangle equals the sum
of the squares of two legs. The
Pythagorean theorem is one of the
oldest theorems in geometry. The
algebraic equation that represents
this theorem provides the basis for
the metric theory of Euclidean geometry and trigonometry.
One of the oldest and most elegant formulas in geometry is
Hero's formula, which represents
the area of a triangle in terms of its
sides:

K_ s(s-a)(s-b)(s-c).

'.

Thi: first of these formulas is the
"extended" law of sines. The second relation is the law of cosines,
which is a generahzation of the
Pythagorean theorem.
2. The 1aw of cosines is the first
representative of a broad class of cosine laws. Similar relations can be
obtained for triangles in spherical
and non-Euclidean geometry ahd
for polygons, tetrahedrons, and
other geometric figures. Rather often, several different relations can
be obtained for the same geometric
figure-for example, for a quadrilateral-that can be called a law of
cosines. Bretschneider's theorem
encompasses one such set of
relations:
m2n1 = n2c2

+b)d) - 2abcdcos(cr

+ Bi.

t=llo+b+c)

scribed quadrilaterals

:

tnn:t..+bd.

3. A triangle is usually specified
by its three elements. For this reason, ecluations that relate three e1ements of the triangle are of particular interest. We have abeady listed
several such relations in the box
above. Let's give another remarkable
equation called Euler's formula:

dz:

R2

-ZRr.
I

I

Not pretending to be complete/ we
present several more well-knovrn for-

mulas of elementary geometry (see
box above). Some of them are includedin the high school curriculum.
28
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Bretschneider's theorem has
many consequences. In particular,

it

implies Ptolemy's theorem for in-

OSCOPE

mrelt'ic lol'mulas
triangle (some authors give Euler

fonr-rulzr for the arca oi the pedal

*r,=lpt,+)i-i),

,)
L

:t

'tl

2bc cos
1

o+c

C/

I

crcdit for tl-ris forrnr-r1a):

t=ltu+b+c)

This iormulzr expresscs the distance betwccn the centers of the inscribecl and circumscribcd crrcles of
a triangle in terms of the radii o{

111
(R + d)

(fr

_)
-,7)-

)

t

these circles. If these radii:rrc
knor,l.n, the clistatnce befi,rrecn the

tnte d] in this equation from Eulc:r's
forn-ru1a, we obtain a fonlula for the

circles arc inscribed and circumscribed circles, respcctlvely. Any
point on the larger crrcle can be
takcn as one of the vertices of such

area of the trianglc i,vith vertices at

a trizrngle.

There is no similar formrila for

sponding inecluality. However,

I

a

corrcsponding ccyuation, depending
on the numbcr of sides, can be written for any polygon that is circumscribecl around a circle and inscribed
in another.
A L-reautiful theorern oi Poncelet
(in projcctive geometry) implies that
rf atr 1?-gon etist. thrrt is crrcLr rrrscribecl around a crrcle :rnd inscribed
in anothcr, then there rs an infinite
nurnber of such 11-gons, and that :rny
pclint of the circurlscribeci circle car-r
be takcn as one of the vertices of
such air r1-gon. Herc we write the
equation for the inscribecl-circulrrs

cribecl clr-t.ldrilzlteral

given point lies on the cilcurnscribecl circle, then the irrca of the

peclal triang;le is zero, ancl thns the
corresponcling points lic on the s:rme
lrne (the Simp,sol linel.Ii we substi-

centers of ther corresponcling clrcles
can be calculatecl. An in{inite number of triangles exist for which these

tetraheclrons, lrut tht'rc is J curre-

Here Q, K, R, ernd d are, respectively, thc zrrea of the peclal rrianglc,
the arcal of the given trianglc, the
r:rclir,rs of the circlc circumscribecl
around the givcn tri:rngle, anci the
clistance from the given pornt to the
center oi the circurnscribed circlc.
Thi. lt,rrrrull h,rs rrrrrrri' ilrtcresrinq
conseLlllenccs. In particular, if the

4. Many interesting geometrical
figures are connected with the socalled pedal triangle. For any point
chosen inside a given triangle, the
pedal triangle of this point is a triangle whose vertices are the feet of
the perpendiculars from the point to
the sides of the given triangle (see
figure below). Here is a remarkable

the points where thc inscribecl circle
touches the sicles oi thc given triangle: Srl2R.
5. Some formlrl:rs of pl;rne geometry havc analogr.res in spirce; others
do not. However, there are remarkablc relations {or three-dimcnsional
figures for which it woulcl be hard
to find plane anirlogucs. Here is one
such relation that is rcarlly amazing.
Consider an arbitrary tetraheclron.
Lct its volumc be V and let the raclius of the circumscribecl sphere be
R. Consiclcr three numbers that are
ec1ual to pairwise proelucts of the
opposite edges of the tetrahcdron. It
turns oltt that a triangle exists such
that its sidcs are ec1ua1 to these
numbers, and the arca of this triangle is

s:6vR

:

-I.
OU
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PHYSICS
CONTEST

Heualol' phy$ics
by Larry D. Kirkpatrick and Arthur Eisenkraft

One man's ceiling is
another man's floor.
Simon

-Paul

AVE YOU TAKEN YOUR
bathroom scales to an elevator
for a ride as we suggested in the
lanuarylFebruary 1998 issue of
Quantum? This is guaranteed to
start an interesting conversation,
and you will be advancing the cause
of physics at the same time.
Let's continue our exploration of
physics in a uniformly accelerated
reference frame by considering a ball
of mass m dropped from a height h
while the elevator has an acceleratron a in the upward direction. Let's
choose the upward direction as positive, start our stopwatch at the instant we drop the bal1, and assume
that the elevator has a speed vo at
this time. Using the subscripts b and
/for the bail and floor, respectively,
we have the following ecluations for
their positions in the laboratory
frame of reference:

Ya=h*'o'-|s"
yt=o+vot+!or'.
2

Notice that even though we simply
drop the ball in the elevator's reference frame, the ball has an upward
velocity vo at this time. The ball is
stationary relative to the floor.
We can find the length of time to
for the ball to reach the floor by setting yo : yyThe time is

3[

l,l[Rcr/[PRrr rsss

,-l
,a

izh
_,1r*a

dE
:is,
-:

where we have defined gt : g + a.
Notice that this is exactly the same
formula that we would get if we
dropped a ball while standing on the
ground except that the normal acceleration due to gravity has been replaced by an "effective" acceleration
due to gravity g'.
Let's now calculate the velocity
of the ball relative to the floor just
before the ball hits the floor. The
equations for the velocities are
v6 =

vs-

vI:

VO

gtr

+ at.

The velocity of the ball relative to
the floor is equai to the velocity of
the ball minus the velocity of the
f1oor. At the time the ball hits the
floor, the relative velocity v, is

vr: vb- rr: k

+ altu= g't6.

Once again this is the same result
we would get on the ground using
the effective acceleration due to
gravity.
If we assume we are standing on
the ground and drop an ideal ball on
an ideal floor, the ball undergoes a
completely elastic collision with the
floor and returns to the height from
which it was dropped. Conservation
tells us that the
of kinetic
"rr"rgy

velocity of the ball simply reverses
direction as it rebounds from the
floor. In the more general case of a
two-body elastic collision, it is the
relative velocity of the two bodies
that gets reversed.
Let's assume that we now return
to the elevator and examine an elastic collision with the floor. We assume that we reset our stopwatch
and choose the height of the floor to
be zero. The velocities of the ball
and floor (in the ground frame of reference) are now
Yb

:

Yh +

vr- 8t:

Yh+ g'tO- 8t,

V1=V6+ At,
where vn is the velocity of the floor
at the time of the collision. We can

find the time t,, when the ball
reaches its maximum height above

the elevator floor by setting the two
velocities eclual to each other. (After
this time the floor is moving faster

than the ball, and the ball

ap-

proaches the floor again. It is failing.)

Therefore,
a

g,to_

gtr:

atr,

or

_t+
g'tu:

t^
-t+ _,
18 + altu: g'tu'

-..

E

r"r.rlt ft
we would get on the ground-the I
Once again we get the same

time to fall is the same as the time F=
-o
to rise.
This analysis of the ball in free E

ffi

b;3

(t'-,-'

qdihi4iia;#

C"
(N,

ffi

.I

hp*& Ef
's..
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fall shows that we can simplify the
calculations by assuming that we
are standing on the ground if we replace the normal acceleration due to

loves physics and Quantuml
In part A of the problem, we ask to
what temperature must a l:alloon's
air be heated for the balloon to begin

gravity by the effective acceleration.
Although we have only shown that

to float. Archimedes' principle informs us that the weight of the dis-

this is true for one problem, this is

placed air must be equal to the weight

a general statement. ln fact, one of
the tenets of general relativity is the

of the balloon for floating to occur:

ecluivalence principle: A constant
accelerution is equivalent to a unif orm gr avit ation al f i el d. In general,
we find the effective acceleration by

taking the vector difference of the
acceleration due to gravity and the
acceleration of the system.
This leads us to our contest prob-

m$:II1^g+11168r

where m, is the mass of the displaced air, muis the mass of the air
in the bal1oon, and mo is the mass of
the balloon material. Converting
from masses to densities, we obtain
mr = gtVt
m^ = P^Vt

lems:

A. Show that the bail rises to the
height from which it was dropped
(relative to the floor of the elevator).
B. Argue that a ball dropped in a
train moving with a constant horizontal acceleration a follows a
straight line tiited at an angle with
the vertical given by tan0 = afg.
Leaf Turner developed our last
problem for the first exam used to
select the members of the 1999 U.S.
Physics Team that will compete in
Italy this summer.
C. A car accelerates uniformly

from rest. Initially, its door is

slightly ajar. Calculate how far the
car travels before the door slams
shut. Assume the door has a frictionless hinge, a uniform mass distribution, and a length I from front to
back and that air resistance can be
neglected.

If you are not convinced that using an equivalent acceleration due
to gravity is the easiest way of solving this problem, try solving it in the
inertial frame of reference attached
to the ground.
Please send your solutions to
Quantum, 1 840 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22201-3000 within a month
of receipt of this issue. The best soluwill be noted in this space.

tions
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pr%g = p^V1g+ m,og
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383 K

1,1

= 0.918 kg/m3

fu

=

[(1.20

,

(r.ro

Fu = 1.21

kg/m3

*')-

-

0.elB kg/m3
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)

*7"
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Part C requires us to find the
height to which the balloon rises.
The balloon continues to rise until
its buoyancy is equal to its weight:
where p, is the density of the displaced air at the balloon's height y.
We have

P, = Pr -;*

v1

P^ =1.20

kg/-' - o'187 kg
1.10 m3

pyVyS=P3V3g+m*g

m-

Qv

=Ps+;,y

py

= o.ela kg/mr

= 1.03 kg/m3.

This is the required density of air in
the balloon for the balloon to float.
Using the ideal gas 1aw, we can find
the corresponding temperature.
P

^T^

-

PtTt

PrI

Ir.ro ke/m')tzq: r)

P,

= 1.088

In part B, the air is heated to
110'C (383 K), and the balloon rises
isothermally into the atmosphere,
which has a constant temperature of
zO"C (293 K). The net force acting on
the balloon F, is ec1ual to the difference between the buoyant force F*
and the weight of the balloon F*:

4r=4,-4^,
4 = pr%g
FW=mz9+*Ag=PaVrS+mug

-*r,fs,

m, and ps are the new mass
and density at this temperature.

where

The density of the air within the
heated balloon can be found, once
again, from the ideal gas iaw:

1.10

m'

kg/-'.

8Pr

P' =PtC

= 341 K.

. ?1t='uf

Given the relationship between the air
density and the height, we can now
find how high the balloon wil1go:

1.03 kg/m3

and auuay

One solution to our September/
October Up, Up and Away contest
problem soared to the top of the pile.
Congratulations to Dr. H. Leverett (a
medical doctor from Texas) who

^

l'3

Fr= prVr\,

fu=[(or-pa)%
U[,

P:4 = PrI

'o

pn, p,
"PBPr V = -----i- ln

v'

-1.013.105 N/m3
( r.zo t g7,,')(l.so ,rr/'2

)

xln 1.088 kg/m3 =844 rn.
1.20 kg/m3

In part D, we are asked to describe
the subsequent motion i{ the balloon
were pulled from its equilibrium position by 10 m and then released. We

can see that if the balloon is below
the position calculated in part C, then
the balloon will rise. If it goes above
this position, then it will sink. The
balloon will therefore undergo har-

monic motion. If air resistance is
taken into account, the motion will
be damped harmonic

motion.
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Diffl'actiolr in lasel' liUht
by D. Panenko

ASERS ARE SOTIRCES OF LIGHT

with wonderfully high

coher-

ence. This is why they are used
to obtain stabie interference patterns and to observe the fine diffrac-

tion phenomena that cannot be produced by nonlaser light sources.
The following explains how to
carry out diffraction experiments
with cylinders, balls, or other bodies
using a laser light source. We will
begin by outlining the experimental
setup.

Figure 1 shows the layout of the
setup to project enlarged Fresnel dif-

fraction patterns of various obstacles. It consists of a laser, a microsc,ope objective M, a pinhole
diaphragm S, and an object O that
produces the di{fraction pattern observed at the piane PoP. At this plane
the experimenters can set up awhite
screen for observing the pattem with
the unaided eyet a camera without
an objective lens to photograph the

pattern/ or a photodetector to record
the interference bands.

The photodetector is shielded
from the light source by a narrow
slit or a pinhole diaphragm with a
round orifice. It is mounted on a

movable carciage, which shifts it
uniformly together with the diaphragm along the y-axis in the observation plane. The signal of the pho-

todetector is proportional to the
rntensity of the light that passes
through the diaphragm. It is recorded by a plotter. The plotter has
a caruiage that moves with constant
velocity along the x-axis and is deflected along the y-axis by the signal

from the photodetector. Thus, the
device plots (in the chosen scale) the
distribution of illumination in the
diffraction pattern as a function of
the distance PoP. The length of the
recorded pattern is 35 mm.
In the first experiment we obtained a drffractron pattern with a
polished metal cylinder 2 mm in
diameter. The axis of this cylinder
was perpendicular to the plane xy,
and the distances were SO : 1 mm,
OPo:2.5 mm, andPoP:35 mm (fig.
1). In front of the photodetector was
a slit of width 0.05 mm parallel to
the cylinder's axis.
Figures 2 andBa show the results
of the experiment. The symmetrical
diffraction pattern is not uniform,
and we can distinguish two kinds of

:
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Figure 2. Dffiactionby a cylindar.
interference bands of different origin. At the edge and away from the
geometric shadow, there is a clearcut conventional edge diffraction
pattem-that is, the alternating dark
and bright bands. A specific feature
of this pattern is decreasing space
between the bands away from the
axis of symmetry. In addition to this
pattern/ there are equally spaced
bands (also parallel to the cylinder's
axis) Iocated within the geometric
shadow and just outside of it. Both
kinds of diffraction can be observed
separately ar,d analyzed individualIy.
If we cover the cylinder on one
side with an opaque screen/ we obtain diffraction only from the uncovered side of the cylinder ifig. a). The
resulting distribution of illumination is shown in figure 3b. This is a
typical pattern oi edge diffraction,
which is a set of bands whose width
and contrast decrease with distance
from the geometric shadow of the
edge.

Figure

1

Now we consider the second diffraction pattern composed of equidistant bands parallel to the
cylinder's axis and located in the
OUANIUlil/III
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The problem of light diffraction
was announced by the French Academy o{ Sciences as a subject of com-

petition for 1818. Most of the organizers of this competition adhered to
the corpuscular theory of light, and
they expected that new competitive
papers would mark the final victory
of their preferred theory. However,
Augustin-|ean Fresnel ll7 BB-LB}7l
submitted a paper in which he explained all the known optical phenomena on the basis o{ the wave
theory of light. Reading his memoir,
the famous French scientist Sim6onDenis Poisson (1781-1840), a member of committee, saw that Fresnel's
theory produced an "absurd" conclusion: There must be a bright spot
in the center of the shadow cast by
a small, round, opaque disk. This
20

10

30

.'

71mm)

theoretical prediction moved

Frangois Arago (1786-1853) to carry
out the corresponding experiment in

Ftgufe 3. Distributionof illuntinationindiffractionbyacylinder (at.r:ntheedge
of a cylinder (b), and on two slits at the edga of a cylinder (c).

region of the geometric shadow. The

nature of these bands can be explained by Thomas Young's (17731829) double slit interference. The
regions of the wave front very near
the cylinder's surface are the sources

of the secondary waves. The interference of these waves produces the

dif{raction pattern in the geometric
shadow region behind the cylinder.
To carry out such an experiment
(which is similar to Young's double
slit interference experiment), the rod
was placed between the blades forming slit S. The width of the slit was
chosen such that two openings 0.1
mm in width were formed between
the cylinder's surface and the blades
of the slit. When this arrangement
was illuminated with laser light,
two bright lines flashed at the
cylinder's sides, which produced the
Young's diffraction pattern. Figure 5
shows that this pattern is composed
of equidistant bands. The distribution of illumination in this pattern
is shown in figure 3c.
Thus, diffraction by a cylinder
can be considered to be the addition
of two elementary patterns formed
by diffraction at both edges of the
34
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cylinder and by Young's double slit
diffraction. (When comparing the
plots in figure 3, we must note that
the curves (a) and (b) were recorded
at the same sensitiviry, while curve
(c) was obtained at a higher sensitivity.) Usually, Fresnel diffraction by
a wire is associated only with a
bright band along the axis of the geometric shadow. We see that coherent laser light reveals much more
detail in the di{fraction pattern.
The second experiment was
conducted with a ball2.4 mm in
diameter. It was accurately attached by plasticine to a plane-parallel glass plate and placed into the
divergent beam of light (fig. 1). A
screen with a round ori{ice 0.1 mm
in diameter was placed in front of
the camera.
The results of this experiment are
shown in figures 6 and 7, which
clearly demonstrate two kinds of
diffraction patterns as in the experiment with a cylinder. However, we
can see a distinct bright point in the
center of the geometric shadow,
known as the Arago-Poisson spot.
The history of this spot is very instructive and interesting.

Figure 4. Dffiaction

by an edge of a

cylinder

re 5. TWo-slit intarf ercnce bands
(Young's experiment).
Fi g u

Figure 6. Dffiactionby aball.

terference pattern in the geometrical shadow is formed by an infinite

number of diametrically opposite
sources of light from the wave front
that interacts with the ball's surface. Thus, observations with powerful and coherent laser-generated
light yield fundamental knowledge
of Fresnel diffraction caused by
simple-shaped

u
FigUfe

20

10
7 . Distibution of

30

/(mm)

illumnation for diffraction by a baLl.

which he observed a bright spot in
the very center of a dark round
shadow. This experiment was crucial to the acceptance of the wave
theory of light.
Experiments with powerful and
coherent light generated by a laser

make it possible to observe rings
both inside and outside the geometric shadow. The nature of these
rings can also be explained along
the same lines that are used to interpret the Young's double slit interference, considering that the in-

bodies.

O

Quantum on light interference:
Bliokh, "Make yourself useful,
Diana", March/AprlL 1992, pp. 3439.
A. Eisenkraft and L. D. Kirkpatrick,
"Rising Star", March/Apri1 1995, pp.
37-38.
A. Eisenkraft and L. D. Kirkpatrick,
"Color Creation", November/December 1997, pp. 32-33.
V. A. Fabrikant, "Yavilov's Paradox", |uly/August 199\ pp. 49-50.
P. V.
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points on an exam 1o mastering blackboard technique to how to use applications effectively. No other contemporary
book addresses the principles of good teaching in such a comprehensive and cogent manner.
The broad appeal ol this text makes it accessible to areas other than mathematics. The principles presented can appty
to a variety of disciplines-from music to English to business. Lively and humorous, yet serious and sensible, this
volume offers readers incisive information and practical applications.
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LOOKING BACK

The csiltlt'y ol the rycloid
by S. G. Gindikin

FIE SEVENTEENTH CENTTIRY
was the golden age of the infini-

tesimal calculus, and the curve
called a cycloid played a unique
role in this era. Oddly enough, the
cycloid has also come down to us in
literature.

In the third part of Gulliver's
Travels, |onathan Swift describes
Gulliver finding himself on the
floating island of Laputa. The King
of Laputa, apatron of the sciences,
treats him to an exquisite dinner,
where a mutton shoulder in the
shape of an equilateral triangle is
served. This geometric entr6e is followed by a pudding in the shape of
a cycloid. It was probably difficult to
imagine a more intricate shape than
the cycloid at the beginning of the
seventeenth century.
About 30 years after the publication of Gullivels Travels, the cycloid appeared in the novel Tristram
Shandy, by Laurence Sterne. In it
Toby Shandy, an eccentric, goodnatured man/ wants to create an
engineering marvel. He decides to
build a bridge in the shape of a cycloid, as described in the jotxnal Acta
Eruditorum in 1695: ". . alead
weight is an eternal bal1ance, and
keeps watch as well as a couple of
centinels, inasmuch as the construction of them was a curve-line approximating to a cycloid,-if not a
cycloid itself." Let's look at what
Toby Shandy's contemporaries in
the middle of the seventeenth century knew about the cycloid.
The Hrstoire de la Roulette,
Appellee Autrement Trochoide ou
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Cycloide {The History of the Roulette, Also Called the Trochoid or
Cycloid) (1658), by Amos
Dettonville, is a good source of information. Amos Dettonville was
actually a pen name used by Blaise
Pascal (1623-1662), the French
mathematician, physicist, and philosopher. Pascal wrote that the roulette is a curve so common that no
figure besides the straight line and
circle is encountered more often. He
said that it appears before our eyes
so often that it is surprising the ancients didn't notice ir.

The roulette is simply the path
traveled by a nall on the rim of a
rolling wheel, from the moment the
nail leaves the ground until it meets
the ground again. It's assumed that
the wheel is an ideal circle and the
ground is an ideal plane. This is also
the definition of a cycloid: The trajectory of a point on the circumference of a circle rolling along a line
without slipping. Ascending from
its lowest position, the point describes a symmetrical convex arc.
Each revolution of the circle produces a new arcl and there is a cusp
(a place at which the point changes
direction)where the arcs touch each

other (fig. 1).
The term cycloid (irom the word

cfucle) was introduced by Galileo
11564-1624), who was probably the
first to notice this curve. Roulette is

the French term (from the verb
touler, which means "to roll"), and
trochoid is the corresponding Greek
term. The difference in terminology
reflects the disagreement between
the French and Italians about who
discovered the cycloid. Pascal argued that Father Marin Mersenne
(1588-1548) discovered the curve in
1615, before Galileo.
fie Phlemaic $y$sln
why didn't the "ancients" ever
notice the cycloid? Their source of
new curves was limited to problems
about geometric loci, and trajectories of curvilinear motion were a bit
beyond the scope of most ancient
mathematicians. It was the new
Enicycldds in
So

mechanics, which began with

Galileo's work during the first years

of the seventeenth century, that
tumed mathematicians' attention to
curves of mechanical origin. Galileo
introduced the first such curve-the

cycloid.

Although the ancients did not
know the cycloid, they l.<new and
successfully used its close relative,
the epicycloid. An epicycloid (figs. 2
and 3) can be obtained as a trajectory
of a point of a circle that rolls without slipping on the outside of a second stationary circle (if the circle
rolls along the inside of the second
circle, a hypocycloid is obtainedencounter epicycloids
(Earth-centered)
model of the Solar System, elabo-
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see fig. 4). We

in the geocentric
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Figure 3

Figure 2

rated on by Ptolemy (e.o. 85?-165?).
Plato 1427-347 s.c.l and Aristotle
1384-322 s.c.) thought that all planets/ as well as the Sun and the Moon,

such as retrograde motion, but also
made it possible to account for astro-

nomical observations made over

hundreds of years. When Nicolaus
Copernicus (147 3-1543) suggested
his heliocentric system, he had difficulty competing with the existing
qualitative
For
versions of the Ptolemaic system in
effects.
explain many
example, Mars, which usually accounting for astronomical obsermoves counterclockwise in our sky, vations.
It's interesting that Copernicus
sometimes moves clockwise (the so(and
later, Galileo) did not reject the
called rctrogr ade motionl.
principle
of uniform circular motion
This fact can easily be explained
circular orbits (which
retained
in the context of the heliocentric and
with elliptical
replaced
later
(Sun-centered) system. However, were
by
orbits
the ancient scientists tried to recon|ohannes Kepler (L571particular, he wanted to
In
1630)).
cile data from astronomical observations with the geocentric system. construct rectilinear motion ftom
Appollonius and then Ptolemy re- circular motions (it was believed
tained the axiom that uniform circu- then that comets moved in straight
lar motion dominated the Universe. iines). He was able to devise a
However, they argued that the mo- method: Let a circumference of ration of planets was complex: Each dius 1/2 roll on the interior side of
planet moves on a circle whose cen- another circumference of radius 1.
ter, in turn, revolves on a large circle Then its points describe certain deabout the Earth. It turns out that it's generate hypocycloids that are idenpossible to choose the speeds of tical to the diameters of the stationthese two rotations so that the plan- ary circle-each point moves back
ets/ traiectories contain loops where and forth on its diameter. I encourretrograde motion occurs. These tra- age the reader to construct this beauiectories are not exact epicycloids, tiful, intriguing picture.
but are very close. If we roll a circle
along the outside of another, station- The cydoid is ssen
We do not know exactly when
ary circLe, a point on its boundarY
will describe an epicycloid, and a Galileo became interested in the
point on its interior will describe an- cycloid. Was it in his youth at the
other curve, called a cufiailed epicy- beginning of the ceul.r:;ry, when he
cloid, whose cusps are smoothed discovered the laws of motion, or 30
(fig.s). If a stick is attached to the yearslater, when he was writing his
rolling circle, the endpoint of the Dialogues Concerning Two New
stick will describe a prolate epicyc- Sciences while struggling with inloid, whose cusps have become creasing blindness? This book was
loops along which the stick's end- intended to record his remarkable
though yet unpublished discoveries
point moves retrograde (fig. 6).
This ingenious theory not only in mechanics. At that time, Galileo
accounted for qualitative effects was serving the sentence of the In-

revolved about Earth. This theory
not only contradicted the available
numerical data, but also could not
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Figure 5

Figure 4

quisition at his villa at Arcetri, near
Florence. Two of Galileo's disciples
assisted him in his last years of life:

young Vincenzo Viviani 116221647) and the more experienced
Evangelista Torricelli 11608-15471.
They helped their teacher complete

his projects, and they were compelled to develop Galileo's ideas
themselves, because Galileo hadn't
the strength to do it all himself.

Galileo understood very well
which problems concerning the cycloid needed to be solved first. These
were the problems of constructing
the tangent and of finding the area
under the arch of the cycloid and the
various related curvilinear figures.
In modern terminology, the first
problem pertains to differential calculus and the second to integral calculus.

ffe cycloid
In Italy, Viviani was the {irst to

Tanuen[ to

construct the tangent to the cycloid.
Later, Torricelli devised an elegant

method for constructing the tangent, based on combining motions.
First, he considered a parabola that
is described by a body thrown horizontally (or at an angle to the horizon). The motion of this body is a
combination of uniform rectilinear
motion and uniformly apcelerated
free fall. The velocities of these
motions are known, so adding them
by the parallelogram rule, we obtain
the velocity of the combined motion
directed along the tangent to the
parabola. It is very instructive to repeat this calculation, starting with
the fact that the tangent to the parabola y : * at point (r, *) Passes
through (x12, 01. It's surprising that
Galileo did not find this construc-

to give up easily. He devised an elegant mechanical theory. Instead of
having a circle rolling on a line, he
suggested considering a disk. In this
case/ at each moment in time the
motion is very close to the rotation

Figure 6
tion (or did he just not publish it?).
Motion along a cycloid is a combination of uniJorm horizontal rectilinear motion and uniform rotation. The speeds o{ these motions
are equal (because the circle rolls
without slipping). Combining the
horizontal velocity with the rotational velocity vector/ which is tangent to the generating circle and has
the same lengttr, we see that the tan-

gent to the cycloid passes through
the upper point of the generating
circle in the corresponding position
(try to reproduce this construction
in fig. 1).
A similar corstruction was found
(perhaps a little earlier) by a French-

man, Gilles Personne de Roberval
(1502-1675). Much credit should go
to Roberval for developing a general
technique for drawing tangents by
treating a cuwe as a traiectory of a
combined motion. His method was
applicable to the cycloid and other
shapes, and it successfully competed
with other methods available at the
time.
However, the future lay in more
direct methods being developed by
Pierre Fermat (1501-1655) and Ren6
Descartes (159 6-L650). These methods did not require an individual
approach to every curye (that is,
there was no need to adjust the component motions). It was interesting
to see whether these methods could
be applied to the construction of tangents to curves of mechanical origin-for example, to the cycloid.
It turned out that the tangent to
the cycioid could easily be constructed by Fermat's method, where
Descartes/s method, which worked
well for polynomial curves, failed.
However, Descartes was not a man

about a certain (instantaneous) center of rotation. The velocity of each
point is perpendicular to the radius
drawn from the center of rotation to
this point. In our case/ the instantaneous center of rotation is the lowest point of the

it

rolling disc at which

touches the directional line. The

result of this line of thinking is
rule for drawing the tangent to

a

a

cycloid.
Ama and fie rycloidt colnpailott

Let's turn our attention to areas.
For the cycloid, French mathematicians considered problems concerning areas before those of tangents

(probably because they felt more
confident with areas). The first problem was to calculate the area under
the cycloid's arc. Viviani and

Torricelli argued that Galiieo knew
this area ecluals three times the area

of the generating circle, and
Roberval proved this theorem in
1534. Consider in brief his elegant
reasoning.

At each moment in

time,

Roberval projects the observed point

of the cycloid onto the vertical diameter of the rolling circle and
watches the change of this projection. The surve described by this
projection was called the cycloid's
companion l{ig. 7lr. Later it turned
out that this symmetrical curve is
nothing more than a shifted sine
curve! It was in this way, and not as
a piot of the sine function, that the
sine curve first appeared in mathematics. The area under this curve
can easily be calculated. If we cut it

Figure 7

along the horizontal and vertical
middle lines, the four components
obtained,compose a rectangle with
sides 2nrb{Ul r (see fig. 7, where r :
1), Therefore; the area under the sine

atrve is Znf,.
What about the sectors between
the cycloid and its "companion"?
These remaining parts were called d
Roberval's petals, and they illustrate a method for calculating areas
that was very popular at the timeCavalieri's principle. This principle
states that if two figures give equal
segments when cut by an arbitrary
horizontal line, their areas are also
equal. Cavalieri considered figures
to be composed of "indivisibles"parallel layers of zero thicknessand stated that the area does not
change when these indivisibles are
shifted. Roberval's petals have the
same intersection with horizontal as
the haif of a circle cut by its vertical
diameter. Therefore, by Cavalieri's
principle, their total area is the same
as the area ofthe circle-that is, xr2.
Thus, the total area under the cycloid arc is 3nP. An ingenious solution, isn't it?
llllersennet prohletn$
and Pascal$ coln[Elition

Thus we come to the end of the
first stage of the cycloid's "life." The
first problems concerning this curve
had been solved elegantly, and the
cycloid had become firmly established in mathematics. However,
many probiems that naturally occurred in the context of developing
the infinitesimal calculus remained
unsolved. The Franciscan monk Father Marin Mersenne (whom we
mentioned earlier) played a rnajor
role in discussing new.problems.
Although Mersenne had several
achievements in mathematics and
physics to his name (for example, he
measured the speed of sound rather
acuxatelyl, his role in the organization of science was much more important.
At the time there were no scientific journals, and Mersenne served
as a communication link between
scientists throughout Europe. Scien0llAlrrtl]il/r.00rilirG

BAct(
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tractedhim from the toothache and
soon took up all his attention. By
moming he knew the solution to the
problem, and the toothache was
gone. Pascal did not want to write

tists from different countries reported their results to Mersenne,
and he communicated the results to
other interested parties (his prestige

guaranteed their full attention).
Mersenne kept track of scientific
problems and communicated them
to scientists who could better solve
them. Starting in 1639 he organized
weekly Thursday meetings, which
were attended by Etienne and Blaise

Pascal (father and son), Girard
Desargues, Claude Mydorge,
Roberval, and others. These "Thursdays" were precursors to the creation of the French Academy of Sciences.

We can see how Mersenne nurtured the growth of young talent

from his reiationship with

Christiaan Huygens (1629-L59 51.
Mersenne started corresponding
with Huygens in 1646. First he
posed training problems, then unsolved ones, and finally he presented

'

down his result, but his friend the
Duke de Roanne persuaded him to
do it, saying that his return to mathematics was inspired from the heavens. The Duke was in turn inspired
to donate 60 pistoles to organize a
competition for solving Mersenne's
problems.

In |une 1658 a letter containing
six problems concerning the cycloid
was sent to Europe's most prominent mathematicians. The deadline
was tight-the first of October. The
letter was signed Amos Dettonville,
an anagram of Pascal's pen name
Louis de Montalte, under which his
Lettres a un Provincial were ptb-

he wasn't interested in mathematics

anymore. During the last years of
his life he was thinking intensively
about the purpose of life and the
place of humans on Earth.
Pascal's competition opened a
new stage in the study of the cycloid. The participants did not restrict themselves to the problems
suggested by Pascal. For example,
Christopher Wren (1632-17231, a
talented English mathematician and
famous architect (the designer of St.
Paul's Cathedral in London), didn't
do very well in the competition
overall. Flowever, he did calculate
the length of the cycloid's arc. He
proved that this length is Br, and this
result impressed mathematicians
greatly.

fte

Blocktttli[t ths cycloidalpeltdulum

Another participant in the comwere declared. Mersenne died before petition, the 28-year-old Huygens,
his problems were solved, and his digressed from his chief projectposition as chairman of the jury was constructing the pendulum clockproblem
effecof the
to Huygens the
pendufilled by Pierre Carcavi (1603-1684). to solve the cycloid problems. The
tive length of the compound
lum. It took Huygens several de- |ohn Wallis (1615-1708) solved a1l first model of his clock appeared in
the problems, but there were objec- 1658, and afterward, Huygens was
cades to solve this problem.
As for the cycloid, Mersenne rea- tions to his solutions. Huygens dedicated to improving it.
The idea underlying the pendusoned that its study should not be solved four problems, and the prize
lum
clock is that the period of penwho
Dettonville,
to
restricted to calculating the area was awarded
oscillations is a reproducible
publish
dulum
the
prize
to
money
under the entire arc,but that seg- used the
that remains unchanged
unit
of
time
ments cut by different horizontal solutions.
damp. This is
the
oscillations
played
when
iman
The competition
lines should be considered as well:
property
of the penisochronous
the
life.
It
was
portant
in
scientific
role
The center of gravity and volume of
(the
Galileo
by
dulum
discovered
future
of
for
the
the bodies of revolution generated of major importance
is
independent
period
pass
of
oscillation
to
calculus
by these segments should be found, the infinitesimal
and so on. Mersenne probably un- from considering particular cases to of the range of oscillation).
In the seventeenth century, the
derstood that with these problems, general problems. The method sugimportant unsolved scientific
most
any
speelementary manipulations with gested by Pascal did not use
puzzle
was the problem of measurand
Cavalieri's indivisible layers could cific features of the cycloid
at sea. From ancient
general
ing
longitude
not give the result: The integral of could be extended to more
how to meaknown
it
was
times,
not
do
it
the sine must be calculated in its cases. However, Pascal did
looking
at the posilatitude
by
sure
general form. For this reason/ himself, and only Gottfried Wilhelm
But
the
stars rotate
the
stars.
tions
of
(L646-17
16l appreciated this
Mersenne wanted Pascal, the most Lelhniz
give no
and
c4n
to
west,
from
east
ingenious of his colleagues/ to work aspect of the work.
Leading
longitude.
to
a
ship's
clue
as
Sir
Lelbniz, who developed with
on these problems.
However, Pascal turned to them Isaac Newton 11543-1727) the gen- naval powers offered huge amounts
only in spring 1658, when he was eral methods of differential and in- of prrzemoney to anyone who could
living in a convent in Port-Royal and tegral calculus, was surprised that give them a reliable method of deterit seemed that he would never do Pascal did not expand on his method mining longitude at sea. If, for exmathematics again. According to of analyzing the cycloid to more ample, an accutate chronometer
Pascal's sister Gilberte Perier and general cases himself. It's hard to (clock) could be constructed that
his niece Marguerite, he turned to guess why. Often scientists don't worked well on a roiling ship, then
mathematics when he couldn't get immediately see solutions that ap- such a chronometer could be set to
to sleep because of a terrible tooth- pear cluite natural later on. On the the time at the ship's port of deparache. Meditating on the cycloid dis- other hand, we can also suppose that ture. Local time could be deter-
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lished. On October 24 the results

shape should be in order to gu,arafitee the isochronism of osc.illations.
(Recall that in the meantime he had
taken part in Pascal's competition.)
Galileo understood very well that

the problem of the simple oscillation of a pendulum could be transM

Figure

B

mined by obserr,ing the Sr-rn or the
stars, and the clifierence benveen
these two wou1cl gir.e the ship's longitude. (Today we u-ou1d sa1. that we
were detcrminig thc rrnre zonc in
which the ship u.ou1d be located,
but there was no such 91oba1 svstem
in the seventeenth c entury.
Huygens intended to use his knou.ledge of the cycloid to construct such
a chronometer.
Soon after Huygens's inr-ention
became known, it emerged that
Galileo had also hit upon the ide:r oi
a pendulurn clock, but only a )-ear
before his death, when he had no
strength left to implement the idea.
His son Vincenco, who was to finish
the project after his father's death,
could not solve this problem erther.
In creating the first penduh-rm
clock, Huygens disc.overed that
Galileo's assertion that pendulum
oscillations are isochronous was nor
completely correct. It hoids only for
small oscillations. Then how could
he guarantee the isochronisrn of oscillations? Huygens knew that the
length of the pendulum must be decreased as the pendulum's swing
carries it away from the vertical 1ine.
But what was the exact relation between the position of the pendulum
and the amount by which its length
should be decreased? For his first
c1ock, Huygens made cams that
constrarned the pendulum as it
s\runs irs. S'. He found a shape that
rrorke j. hr rral and error. However,
he di,i n.r kni-)-\i rr-hat the exact
shape sho-rl; :e L: Jc-spair, he re)

moved the cal: :l"r:-r his 1658
model and repi..:.t i-tcut r., trh an
amplitude hinir:r. rl -..,..-,-:: .i 1--ar
later, he reintroduc.; :-:. a-,-::--: T-t-!
tirle he knerr'.-r.r-: --:. -.----,

formed. Imagine a heavy point particle, like a marble, rolling down a
slide or chute, with the shape o{ the
chute coinciding with the pendulum's trajectory. Then the physical constraints imposed on the point
particle in the chute are identical to

those imposed on the pendulum.
The isochronism condition is
equivalent to the condition that the
pafticle arives at the lowest point of
the chute at the same moment in
time, independent of the starting
point. Such an effect is not surpris-

ing:

If the particle starts {rom a
it travels farther but

higher point,

picks up more speed. However,

Huygens found out that, contrary to

Galileo's opinion, the circular chute
is not isochronous. Huygens sought
the shape of the chute such that the

descent time is independent of the
starting point. He called such a
a tautochrone (it is also ca1led
an isochrone). It turns out that a
tautochrone curve is just an inverted
cycloid.
However, the problem of the isochronous pendulum was not yet
solved. It was necessary to find the
shape of the cams that guaranteed
that the pendulum's weight would

curve

known as Wren's theorem, and is
usually expressed by saying that the
perimeter of the cam is twice as long
as the length of the pendulum.
Huygens was sure that the properties of the cycloid that he had dlscovered were of fundamental impor-

tance. He wrote that he had to
consolidate and amplify the studies
of Galileo on falling bodies and he
felt that the discovery of these properties of the cycloid were the great-.
est achievements of this area of
study.
In 1661 the test of the nautical

version of the pendulum clock began, but it did not lead to the construction of a reliable sea chronom-

eter. However, the studies in

mathematics and mechanics that
Huygens conducted in connection
with the pendulum clock were so
important that his bookHorologium
Oscillatorium (Tha Pendulum
Clockl 11673l is one of the major
texts in classical mechanics, along
with the books of Galileo and Newton. In Horologium Oscillatofium,
Huygens stated that the cycloid's
properties had been studied better
than those of any other curve.
TIE la$t lny$lery ol[te cycloid

The cycloid surprised mathematicians once more at the end of the
century of the infinitesimal calcu1us. Newton was the first to understand the necessity of moving from
individual problems to the construcmove along a cycloid. Earlier, tion of a general method. During the
Huygens had studied the develop- plague years in Lincolnshire, he esments of various curves. Suppose a sentially invented the calculus (his
string is wrapped tightly along a "method of fluxions"). However, he
curve/ and one end is pulled away did not publish it at once, but used
from the curve/ so that the string it to obtain many varied results.
"peels off" the curve. The path Many of these results appeared in
tracedby the pulled endpoint of the the pages of his Philosophiae
string is ca11ed the curve's develop- N atur alis Pilncipia Mathematica
ment. Studying the developments of (Mathematical Principles of N atur al
various curves helped Huygens un- Philosophy) (1687l, but the method
derstand that if the pendulum's was not presented in detail there.
weight is to move along a cycloid,
In the early 1570s, Leibniz, as a
the cams themselves should be cy- distraction from his numerous state
cloidal in shape. When the and scientific occupations, began to
pendulum's string wraps onto the develop the formalism of the differcam up to its endpoint, this end- ential and integral calcuius (under
point is at the lowest point (the turn- the strong influence of Pascal). He
ing point| of the cam. This result is found out about Newton's work and
IUAIIIUlll/I.OOI(IlllG
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started corresponding with him in
1575. In contrast to Newton,
Lelbniz actively called attention to
his method using both his personal

contacts and the jounal Acta

Eruditorum

(as

you remember, this

was the journal read by Toby
Shandy), which had been published

since 1682.
ln1696 the notice "A New Prob-

lem that A11 Mathematicians Are
Invited to Solve" appeared in Acta
Eruditorium. It was presented as follows: "Two points A andB are given
in a vertical plane. Find the trajectory AMB such that a body M descends from A to B along this trajectory in the shortest possible time
moving under gtavtty." The problem gained popularity. Leibniz
wrote that it was very elegant and
quite new. However, in his Dralogues Concerning Two New Sciencest Galileo discussed the fact
that aheavy particle descends along
a segment of line slower than along
a broken line with the same endpoints. He was quite sure that a
quarter of a circle was the curve of
the quickest descent. The curve of
quickest descent was named the
brachistochrone.Brt was it a segment of a circle?
The timeliness of the quickest
descent problem manifested itself in

qr'

ffi
@

the fact that

it

was solved rather

cluickly by a number of mathemati-

cians: both brothers Bernoulli|acob 11654-1705l and |ohann
(l 657 -17 481, Lelbniz, Guillaume de
l'H6pita1 (1661-1704), and Newton
(who presented an anonymous solution, but his genius betrays itself in
the work). The solution by |ohann
Bernoulli turned out to be the most
interesting. His idea was quite unexpected. He suggested replacing the
mechanical problem with an optical
one.

It turns out that if we assume that

the speed of light at a point M is
equal to .r\gy , where y is the difference between the height of points A
and M (and g is the acceleration due
to gravity), then a ray of light passing from A to B travels along the
brachistochrone. (Fermat had already established the principie that
light traveling between two points
seeks a path that requires the minimum time to traverse.) Then, using
the laws of reflection and properties
of the tangent to the cycloid (by then
well understood), one can show that
the brachistochrone is just an inverted cyloid with its cusp at point A!
One historian of mechanics
wrote that |ohann Bernoulli found
his elegant solution without any
general method, using only his geo-

metric intuition and what

was
known in optics at that time. Thus,
his artistic nature manifested itself
in science. His brother |acob was
quite another kind of scientist. He
had much less creative imagination,
but strong critical ability. His solution was much more unwieldy, but
he did not miss a chance to substantially develop a general method for
solving problems of this kind. Thus,
each brother possessed one aspect of
scientific talent, which is combined
in great scientists such as Newton.
The heroic history of the cycloid
came to an end with the end of the
seventeenth century. The cycloid
mysteriously occurred in various
problems, and nobody doubted that
it plays a ve{y important role in nature. However/ some time later it
became clear that the cycloid is not
connected to the fundamental laws
of nature as, for example, are conic
sections. Problems that gave rise to
the cycloid played an important role
in the development of mechanics
and calculus, but after these sciences were sufficiently developed, it
turned out that these problems were
not of the utmost importance. Thus,
an instructive historical illusion occurred. F{owever, in leaming the history of the cycloid, we learn a lot
about the history of science. O
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Diuisihilily rtllg$
by Mark Saul and Titu Andreescu

HIS COLUMN WILL CON
tinue the discussion oi clir-is
ibility tests startecl rn the article "Divide and Coneluerl" on
page 18. We begin u,tth a generahzation of the divisibilin' tests ior 9 and
1 I given in that article, then we
clirnb some qtep5 to arrive at rxore
difficult resrilts.
Problem 1. If S is the sum of the
(decimal) digits of the integer N,
then N= S (mod 9).
Solution. We can write

N:

ar,10" + Ar_,10"-1 +
- nr10 + ao.

.

+

ar1.02

Now 10: 1 (mod 9), and therefore
10" = 1 (mod 9), for any positive integer n. Thus we can write
N= ar+ an_r+ . . . + a2+ ar+ ao(mod9),
which is what we wanted to prove.
Problem 2.If S'is the "zigzag"
sum of the digits of { then N = S
(mod 11).
Solution. The proof is analogous
to that in problem 1. We use the fact
that 10: -l (mod 11). The zigzag

sum results from the fact that
10' = 1 (mod 1 Ll if n is even and
10" = -1 (mod 11) if n is odd.
Problem 3. (a) Show that

a

num-

ber consisting of evenly many
identical digits is a multipie of I 1.
(b) The number Nconsists of oddly
many identical digits. Show that
N - 10 cannot be a multiple of 1 1.
Problem 4. A three-digit number
is chosen, and a new number is
formed by reversing the order of its
digits. Show that the (positive) dif-

ference between these two numbers

is divisible by 11.
Problem 5. (a) Find the largest
prime number that divides all integers of the form AAA. (b) Find the
largest prime number that divides all
integers of the form BBBB. (c) The
largest prime number that divides a1l
integers of the form CCCCCC is less
than 100. Find this number.

Problem

6.

Show that

if

a

three-diglt number is divisible by 37,
then there exists a three-digit number consisting of the same digits in
some other order, which is also divisible by 37.
Problem 7. Walter thought that
he had a good test for divisibility by
7 of a three-digit number. He said,

the same thing again. We get 22 + 4

:26, which we know is a multiple

of 13. Your new number is always
less than the one you started with,
so you will eventually end up with
a

two-digit number."
Show that both Carol and Alina

are correct.

Problem

9.Let

N= ar10" + ar_rlOn-r +..

.

+ arlOz + arlO + ao

be an integer, where n is odd. Then

N is a multiple of 99 If and only if
the number
anan_t + an_Lan_3 + ... + atao

is a multiple of 99. (The notation ab

"If the sum of the three digits is a refers to the two-digit number
multiple of 7, thenthe number itself whose tens digit is a
and whose

is a multiple of 7."
"Not true, 914 is not a multiple of
7,but9 + | + 4: 14 is," said Dick.
"Infact, your trick works only when
the tens digit and the units digit are
identical."
Show that Dick is correct.
Problem 8. Alina said, "Here's
how I can check for divisibility by
13. I take the units digit of the number I want and cross it out. To the
new number formed, I add four
times the units digit I crossed out.
My original number is divisible by
13 if and only if my new number is.
For example, if I want to test 1937,
I form the number 193, and add
4 . 7 :28. So I get 221. But now I
must test this number."
Carol said, "Not so bad. |ust do

units digit is b.)
Problem 10. What is the smallest
2000-digit number that is a multiple

of 99?
Problem 11: The binomial coefficient

(gs\
Irq /
is the 21-digit number
107 19 567 40807 519 36xvz.

What is the three-digitnumber xyz?
Problem 12: Show that any product of 99 consecutive integers is fi-

visible by

99!

O
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Helatiuily ol mulion
by A. l. Chernoutsan

HE MOTION OF ANY BODY

is known to be relative, because its displacement, veloc-

ity,

trajectory depend on
the frame of reference from which
an observer describes it. To describe
a particular motion, we can use different frames of reference-both stationary
alnd

and moving.

In many

cases, to

change from one frame
of reference to another,

we need only use the
rule for transforming
displacements, velocities, and accelerations.
For displacements/ we
have

ence used to make the measurement.
The analogous transformations
for velocity and acceleration are
VBI=VB2+V21,
and

AU1:

Au2

+

A2y.

It is easy to remember the order of
the subscripts if you notice that the

two outer subscripts on the righthand side of the transformations
match the subscripts on the left and
the two inner subscripts
on the right are the same.
As an example of using these transformations, the velocity of a
boat relative to the land
is equal to the velocity of
the boat relative to the
water plus the velocity of
the water relative to the
land. Symbolically, we
have

SU1=Sg2+S21r

Vgt:

VSW

+ VWL.

where s, is the displacement of a body

these formulas are valid

relative

for translational motion

to the first

frame of reference (for
example, the stationary
one), su, is the displacement of the body reiative to the second frame
of reference (say, a moving one), and s, is the
displacement of the
second frame of reference measured relative
o to the first frame of refC
cd
erence. Notice that the
first
subscript refers to
o
o) the body (or frame) beac) ing measured and the
_o second subscript refers
to the frame of refer44
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It should be noted that

of one frame of reference

relative to another (the
coordinate axes of the
moving frame of reference are paralle1 to those
of the stationary frame of

reference). In addition,
the velocities of all moving objects should be far
less than the velocity of

lightc:300,000km/s,
otherwise quite different
velocity transformations
would come into play.
These are described in

Einstein's relativitv
theory.

Now let's think about why

it

is

necessary to change the frame o{ reference. Wouldn't it be simpler to use
the same frame of reference in every
case? There are many reasons not to

do this.

First, in mtny situatit-rns we rnust
use an alternative frame of reference
because a problem cannot be solved
otherwise. Consider the ilight of an

airplane in windy weather. The chosen course of the airplzrne's axis is
relative to the comp:rss needle, but
the velocity oi the plar-re ts measured

relatrve to the arr. The meaning of
such velocity measurelnents is clear
in the frame of reierencc frxed to the
moving air, where the data obtained
determine the drrecrion and value of
the airplane's velocttl in this frame
of refcrence. Horr-er-er, we cannot
use this frame oi reierence on1y, because we need ro knou, the plane's
location relatir,e to the landmarks in
order to land saieh- at the destination airport. So, 1et's rvrite the velocity addition larr
Yaa

:

\'n-, +Vor,

where P, L, and A refer to the p1ane,
land, and a1r, rcspectively, and draw
the correspondrng velocities in figure 1. Usuallr-, the wind velocity
and direction are provided by a rneteorological service, and other data
are knou,n beforehand: the course to

the destination airport {direction o{
vector vo.), the velocity of the plane

relative t0 the wind, and the
airplane's velocity relative to the
land (the arr-traffic controllers dcmand that the planes land on tirncl).
These clata are quite enough to calculate all the necessary elements of
a velocity triangle {say, angle O-the
alrport

N
a

. ; --*,
;"

alrport

Figure

1

vpt

Figure 2
correction factot to the course in
windy weather) using two known
sides and angle of this triangle.
Second, although in many cases it
is not necessary to change to another
frame of reference to solve a prob-

lem, it can drastically simplify the
problem and make the solution
more obvious. Consider, for example, the flight of two cannonballs
after the simultaneous shots of two
cannons lfig. 2). How can we know
the fistance between the ba11s? The
simplest way of looking at it is to use
the theoretrcal approach of Baron von

Munchausen, who liked to travel
straddling a flying cannonball. The
relative acceleration of the balls is
zero, because both cannonballs have
the acceleration due to gravity (air
resistance is neglected here). Thus,
from the baron's viewpoint (he sits
on ball number 1) the second ball
moves uniformly along a straight
line with velocity
YZt:

YZC +

VtG:

VZG

- VtC.

It is interesting to recall that one
of the dramatic episodes of human
endeavor dealt with none other than
the choice of the most "correct,,
frame of reference. The execution of
Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) and the
renunciation of GaIiIeo mark the
dangerous road to scientific knowledge. It was very difficult for mankind to agree that Earth is not the
center of the (Jniverse, but rather
just one of the planets revolving
about the Sun.
What did mankind gain by replacing the geocentric (Earth-related)
frame of reference with the heliocentric (Sun-related) one? Now we
understand that one of the advantages of this transition is the drastic
simplification of planetary motion.
This helped |ohannes Kepler (lS7l1630) discover in later times three
famous laws of planetary motion. In
turn, these laws prompted Newton
to discover the law of universal
gravitation.
So, what is the major advantage of
the heliocentric over the geocentric
frame of reference? In physics, not
all frames of reference are equivalent
from the dynamic viewpoint. There
are so-called inertial frames of reference, where the laws of mechanics
assume the simplest and sometimes
even self-evident forms. By contrast
to the geocentric frame of reference,
the heliocentric frame of reference
can be considered inertial. However,
in kinematics one frame of re{erence
is as good as another-we can use
any of them, even accelerating and
rotating frames of reference. However/ rotating frames of reference
have some unusual features, which
should be considered very attentively-but this is a subject for a special discussion.
O

By determining the direction of
this velocity from the plot, we can
easily find the closest distance of
approach of the second cannonball
to the baron (we need only verify
that neither of the bal1s hits the
ground before this occurs).
Of course, we could make all of
the calculations without using the Quantum on frames of reference:
baron's frame of reference, but they
G. Myakishey, "The'most inerwould be cumbersome. The "prin- tial' reference {tame," March/April
ciple of Baron von Munchausen,,, 1995, p. 48.
which says that the relative motion
B. Belonuchkin, "The fruit of
of two freely flying bodies is uni- Kepler's strugg1e, // | anuary f F ebruary
form, helps to solve many problems.
Explain, for example, why fireworks

1992, pp. 19-22.

produce bright balls of fragments
that grow as they fall.

sure?

A. Leonovlch, "Are you relatively
" September/October 199 6, pp.

32-33.
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NASA's Genesis mission announces the launch of its new

out electrical systems on satellites.
Earth-orbiting sateliites are not able
to capture solar wind particles easily because Earth's electrical field
deflects most of the solar wind.

and contacted via postal mail. The
winner and25 finalists will each receive a Deep Space 2 poster signed
by the project team. For more infor-

is located at
mation, visit The Space Place at
genesismission. jpl.nasa.org. The
http
://spaceplace. jp1.nasa. gov/
website includes interactive amuseds2cntst.htm.
ment for science enthusiasts in ad- Iltli, il ltalno,lmllmysell
NASA's two new Mars probes
dition to continually updated reports of mission preparation and need names, and it's turning to you. lllollm $qttares
This month's CyberTeaser (B258
progress/ interviews with Genesis The Deep Space Mission sent off the
team members, and science back- probes last year by hitching them to in this issue) proved a cinch to solve
another spacecraft that is also travel- for those who could think "outside
ground on the mission.
Site highlights include a create- ing to Mars. However, instead of land- the box." Consider four rectangles at
your-own periodic table that illumi- ing gently, the miniature probes will the upper left corner of the given
nates how the periodic table of ele- intentionally crash into Mars' sur- rectangle. The ratio of the areas of
ments came to be; an interview with face, enabling them to sample the rectangles I and2 is equal to that of
Chester N. Sasaki, Genesis Project sediment and test it for the presence rectangles 3 and 4. Therefore, the
Leader; and a nine-minute video in- of ice. The forebody of each probe will arca ol rectangle 3 is six. Using simiget buried, while the aftbody will re- lar reasoning/ we can find the areas
troducing the mission.
Scheduled for launch in |anuary main on the surface and transmit the of the rectangles above the diagonal,
which leads us to the area of the
2001, the Genesis mission will park in{ormation back to Earth.
NASAis lookingforpairs of names desired rectangle being 24. Followa relatively low-cost spacecralt at a
gravitationally stable point iust be- that evoke a spirit of exploration and ing are the 10 speediest solvers:
yond the orbit of the Moon, where it risk for the sake of knowledge. If
Theo Koupelis (Wausau, Wisconsin)
will collect charged atomic par- named after people, the people must Anastasia Nikitina (Pasadena, Caliticles, components of solar wind. be no longer living; names may be fornia)
The collected materials, which will taken from historical, mythical, or
fim Paris (Doylestown, Pennsylvania)
total only a few millionths of a fictional characters. NASA is not in- Nick
Bennett (Doylestown, Penngram, will include isotopes of oxy- terested in names of superheroes or
sylvania)
gen, carbon, and nitrogen. Previous names with acronyms. NASA also
Elisabeth Roselle (Fairfield, Ohio)
and current space missions studied suggests naming the probes after Christopher Franck (Redondo
the most abundant elements of so- places or things that are related to Beach, California)
each other, or a person and a place or
lar wind, hydrogen, and helium.
Bruno Konder (Rio de |aneiro, Brazll)
The Genesis mission will measure thing related to that person. Send
Sergio Moya (Culiacan, Mexico)
the number of particles in the solar your entry with an essay of 100 words Leonid Borovskiy (Brook'1yn, New
wind, their energy, and their direction or fewer describing why the chosen York)
names best represent the mission.
of travel. Upon the spacecraft's retum
May Lim (Quezon City, Philippines)
You may submit your entry electo Earth in 2003, scientists will anaCongratulations! Each of the winIyze the data for a "weather report" tronically at the contest website or by
on the solar wind and for clues to the regular mail by April 30, 1999, to ners will receive a Quantum button
Deep Space 2 Naming Contest, Jet and a copy of the March/April issue.
formation of the Solar System.
Solar wind blows at about a mil- Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Everyone who submitted a correct
lion miles per hour and carries occa- Grove Drive, Mail Stop 301-235, answer in the time allotted was ensional energetic disturbances that Pasadena, CA 91 109-8099.Winners tered in a drawing for a copy of Quancan cause storms of activity in wi11be announced at the end of 1999, tum Quandailes, ou collection of
Earth's magnetosphere and knock posted on the Deep Space 2 website, the first I0O Quantum brainteasers.
website, which
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ANSWERS,
HINTS &

SOLUTIONS

I

various right triangles, we have

d)

\-

tUlalh

MAz +MCz =APz +PI\P

The desired number has the
form x :2a3b5c. Then, we have
2r:2a+13b5" = p2, and thus, a is an
odd number, and b ar'd c are even.
Similarly, a is divisible by 3 and 5,
b + 1 is divisible by 3, bby 5, cby 3,
and c + 1 by 5. A iittle experimentation shows that the minimal set of
a, b, and c satisfying these conditions is as follows: a : 15, b : 20, and
c :24.

M257

Make the substitution y : x + 2.
Then, the ecluations take the form

19:0.

If yo is a root of the first equation,
then -yo is a root of the second equation. In addition, we can see from the
graphs that each of the equations has
a single real root. The sum of these
roots is zero. Therefore, the sum of
the roots of the original equations is

lvo-

z1

* lYo-

2)

4

Thus, our equation takes the form

-,
,/z*z.in9:2cosQ

!4

2l = -4.

:AF+PDZ+MP+MQL,

so ecluation (1) holds in this case.
The reader can check that the same
argument works when M is outside

the rectangle (but in the plane of
ABCD).If Mis not in this plane, we
can make an analogous argument by

(aII roots are taken with the plus
sign, because 0 < Qsnlz). We can
rewrite it as

,-' r.",(; - = 2cosQ.
*)

considering M', the projection of
point M onto the plane of ABCD.
We locate points P and Q by drawing perpendiculars MP and lvf Q as
before, and a similar argument leads
to the conclusion.
Now we turn to the problem under consideration. Construct a tect-

angular parallelepiped from the
given tetrahedron in the usual way

(n
cosl:-r6)l=cos0.
\4 8)

and

f -2v

- 2cos9 = I ( t-.ur-t) = 4sinr 9

2

(the mutually perpendicular edges of
the tetrahedron are also the edges o{
the parallelepiped coming from the

same vertex: see figure 2).
Consider the three faces of this parallelepiped containing the three faces
of the tetrahedron (fig. 1). We know

Thus, we have

;-*=tQ+2nk.
Taking into account the constraints
imposed on Q, we find that Q :2x19.
Answer:x: cos (2xl9l.

AB

M259

M258
Since a radical cannot have a
negative value, we see that x > 0.
From the second-level radical, we
> o, which
can see that 2 - ir=
leads to x<2.Therefore,0 <x12,
and we can make the variable substitution x : 2 cos 0, 0 < 0 < nlz.
Then,

z+ x =2(t + cos Q) = 4 cos2
and
l.lARcr/APRu. rsos

*

Let's prove an auxiliary proposition: If ABCD is a rectangle and M
is an arbitrary point in space, then
MAz + MCz: MB2 + MD2.

+QCz

MB2 + MDz = BQ2 + MQ2 + MF + PDz

Finally, we obtain the equation

t'-2v-19=0
+

2

+Md

=AP2+PDz+MF+MQz

Further manipulations yield

M256

4I

.d)

\ri4cos'-Lol= 2cos:

D

Figure

1

(1)

First we will prove relation (1). Fig-

ure 1 shows the special case where
point M is in the plane of rectangle
ABCD, and inside the rectangle. We
draw MP LAD, andMQIAC. Note
that AP = BQ and PD : QC. From
using the Pythagorean theorem in

Figure 2

suppose two circles have a common

point P, and we draw overlapping
chords through this point. If the tangents to the two circles at the other
ends of the chords are parallel, then
the circles are tangent at the common endpoint of the chords. Indeed,

if the two

circles had different tangent lines at point P, these lines
would have to make the same angle
with line PAB (fig.5l.

Therefore, we can find the distance from point M to the remaining
vertex of the parallelepiped (that lies

opposite the vertex of the tetrahedron with right plane angles). It
turns out that this distance is zero;
2 + 3 -5 = 0, or 3 + 4 -7 :0, or2 + 4
- 6 = 0. This means that point M
coincides with this vertex of the
parallelepiped. Therefore, the diagonal of the parallelepiped is 3, and the
radius of the sphere circumscribed
around the parallelepiped, and thus
around the given tetrahedron, is 1.5.

M260
Let Z be the midpoint of BC. Denote by Q the point of intersection
of the perpendicular bisector to BC
with line PT l{ig.3). Let us prove that
points B, C, P, and Q Lie on the same
circle. First let us show that this fact
proves the assertion of the problem.
Note that tangents to a circle from
the endpoints of a chord make equal
angles with that chord (fig. 4). Now

CT:CU:S-C

AU:AV:s-a

BV=BT:s-b.

x+y:ay+z:bz+z=C,

-tl

the problem) to three vertices of each
face. Thus, we can determine the dis-

6+7-9:4,and7+5-9:3.

Figure 6

These formulas can be proved by
letting CT = CU = x, AIJ : AV : y,
BV : BT : zt so that

Figure 3
the distance from point M (given in
tance from M to the fourth vertex of
each of these faces. Scluares of these
distances are as follows: 5 + 6 - 9 : 2,

UT

and solving tor x, y, and z in terms
ol a, b, and c. We have:

a+b-c

Figure 5

Ll =S-r=

Now if B, C, P, and Q lie on the
same circle, then the circle that
passes through points B, C, and P and
the circle inscribed in the given triangle have a common point P. Points
P , T , and Q iie on the same line; 7 and
Q belong to different circles; and the

TB=s-b= a+ c-b

tangents to the corresponding circles
at points Tand Q are parallel. Therefore, the tangents to these circles at

and

point P coincide-that is,

CT

TB =

QT.TP.

i2l

Introdllce the notation 8C = ir, C-{
: b, AB: c, ancl let l-s be the pg1111cter oi rri;u.q1e 16C, ht ,( be rts irrca,

ler r bc the r;r.lir-rs L.t rhc Lnscribe d
crrcle, let {-\ = ir be the altrtude
clLau,n to side BC, and 1et o be the
angle MTN. Assume tirat angle B of
the grven triangle is acute and b > c
(for other cases, the reasoning and cal-

lrl

2

We then find that

Lr

=

LB-rr=T

$l

NB=ccos u-ZaccosB
2a

these

circles are tangent to each other.
Thus, we must prove that points B,
C, P, and Q 1ie on the same circle. For
this purpose, it is sufficient to prove
that the following relation holds:

,

)

a2

+i -b)
2a

a c-) -t),l
22a

The last relatron, u.ith i3), implies
-r\-_ I D
/r-

\-D
\r'-

tl,-

c)ls

-

ai

"

Thus,

tan0 =

Ml/

ha

7/

z(b-c)(s-a)'

(s)

Now we have: TP: 2r sin Q and 7Q
: LTf cos Q. These relations are clear
from figure 7, in which T'is the

culations are practically the sameJ.
First 1et us recall two facts about the
circle inscribed in a triangle (fig. (r).
(i) rs : K. This well-known formula results from calculating K as
the sum of the areas of triangles

Figure 4

ABf

BCI, CIA.
(ii) If s = lllz)la+ b + c), then

Figure 7
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point diametrically opposite to 7on
the inscribed circle. Combined with
(5), these two relations imply that

.QT = r(b - c)tanQ
rha rK

TP

2(s-a) s-a
Now, relation (2), combined with'

ZLn

4

.

ZLn_t
|'nll

V+C

V+C

t

where v is the velocity of the wind
in a sandstorm, and c is the velocity
of theradio waves (or light). The difference L, - Ln* , equals the dis-

placement of the reflecting obiect
during anrrrtewal lf fo:

(3), takes the form

Lr_

!_=(s-c)(s-b).

Ln*1

s-a

=L'

fn'

ment of the mercury, in which the
system is always at equilibrium.
If at some moment the height of
the air column is z, thenthe air pressure in the tube Plz) is
Plz)

K = l,,,fs-

rIr - blr -C

(Hero's formula). A discussion o{
these two formulas can be found in
any book on advanced geometry.

Physics
P256
The frequency of the reflected signal doesn't coincide with that of the

radar beam due to the Doppler effect. The maximum frequency shift
occurs when the velocity of the reflected radio wave is directed exactly
to (or from) the radar.
Let's assume that the radar emits
short radio pulses with a repetition
frecluency /6, while the frecluency of
the received pulses is /r. The interval
between the arrivals of the n-th and
(n + 1)-th pulses to the antenna is

1

-;-

hfo

1 ,T
iln+1-tnl

-F

"

where 7, is the time needed for the
n-th pulse to propagate from the radar to the reflecting object and back,
while 7,*r is the corresponding period of the (n + 1)-th pu1se.
At the moment of sending the nth pulse, the distance between the
rudar and the reflecting object is I,,
while at the moment of sending the
next (n + 1)-th pulse, this distance
becomes I, * ,. We can see that
50
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c

+ pg(H -

zl,

psHlL.

Po:

16l

17)

Plugging (7) into (6) yields

. (c+v\
. '"(.-u)
.lr*2I)
h=to;-----=tr

'

Po

where p is the density of mercury,
and Po is the atmospheric pressure/
which by the problem conditions is
about the pressure exerted by a mercury column of height HlZ:

from which we get
This relation foliows from two formulas for the area of a triangle: K: rs
(the inradius times the semiperimeter) and

:

p(z)=or(|,

)'

-,)

(8)

and
v

cLf

=14
2fo

=

100 m/s.

P257
The initial air pressure in the
tube results from the hydrostatic
pressure of the mercury column of
height lH - h) : 76 cm and atmospheric pressure. By the problem
conditions, the atmospheric pressure is 10s Pa = 76 crn mercury.
Thus, at the beginning, the air pressure in the tube is about double that
of the atmospheric pressure.
We assume that the displacement
of mercury occurs slowiy, so the

system is always at equilibrium.
Near the final state, when almost all
of the mercury is squeezed out, the
air pressure in the tube will be equal
to the atmospheric pressure/ or half
the initial value. The volume of this
air HS (S is the cross-sectional area
of the tube) will be twice the initial
volume hS. According to the ideal
gas law, the air temperature in the final state must equal that in the ini-

tial state!

Since we assume that the air in the
tube is at thermodynamic ecluilibrium for afly zt then the air's press;u;e P(z), volume Sz, and temperature T(z) are described by the ideal
gas law:
LPoSH

P(z)sz _

r(r)

lel

initial temperature/
2Pothe initial pressure, ar;.d SH12
the initial volume o{ air in the tube.
Inserting (6) and (8) into (9), we get
the dependence of temperature on
the height of the air column in the
tube:

where 7o is the

(stt
T\z)=fo-- -zz\z

rr-'

tt0)

The functionT(zl is plotted in figB. The process of displacing the

ure

mercury corresponds to the part of
the parabola between the points
T(z)

will

Tt

not run out without the tube being
heated. Therefore, our paradoxical
result means that the problem cannot be solved by considering only
the initial and final states: We
should follow the entire process of
the mercury displacement.
First, let's find how the air temperature in the tube must change in
order to perform a gradual displace-

70

We can see that the mercury

2
70

0
Figure

r,,

an
B

i,,

where I is the inductance of the
coil, 1is the electric current in the
circuit, V is the potential drop
across the capacitor, v is the velocity of the particle, and x is the
particle's position. The ecluation
describing the motion of the pointcharge in the electric field is

0r1

-n
1+1 -n

f1

crV
mn- L
a

1

-H

If
z = H 12 and z: H (solid line). We can
see that to carry out the slow {quasi-

Thus, the complete displacement

of mercury {rom the tube is performed by heating the air to
Tr= 326 K. Then this temperature
should be maintained {by a thermal contact with a thermal reservoir at a temperature 71 ). In the
iollowing, the mercury will be displaced by the expanding air, but
during this stage the process will
not be Lluasi-equi lilrri um.
The P-V plots help clarify our reasoning {fig. 9). The equilibrium displacement is described by the linear
dependence of air pressure on z described by formula (B) and shown by
the solid line between the points
z = H 12 and z : H. The same figure
shows the isotherms corresponding
to 7o and 7r. The initial and final
states lie on the same isotherm
7o : const. Thus, at temperatures
higher than 7r, no isotherm crosses
the line P\z\.In other words, the eclui-

librium state of the air in the tube
camlot be achier-ed at anr- r.alue oi the

irir co|-rmn 1-rerght -. Thr-rs, ii the arr
temperatLlre 1n tha r:rte rs rlaintarned lllSi rtri\ e :he laiue f al, Lrt
tll. tn.L.L.:'r- rr -l- .'r :- -tr:t,J L.I
irom the rr-rhe l.r rhe expar-r,lin{ ar..

the system is

^ LIz CV2

222

on, each particle

mda
oV^

maa-

1= -CVorosinror.

F, = clvB =

Conservation of energy yields:

/t
t^

+(h)' ),',',,
2

F-)F --alB.

I

sin2 rot are equal:
7

CDi

2

.t*''.w)"

The r-alue oi this force is consranr,
bnt its direction continuously varies: Vector F rotates with the rod

with the angular velocity rD.
Thereiore, the dipole's center

(point Ol rvr11 also revolve with
the sarne angular r-elocity co along
a circle of radius r, rr-hrch can be
determrned irom Nerrton's second
law:
p = t17i1,1tl_,

1

F

'-l',*t-)*,
where

ru:,o2

=

2

dipole is

This equation can be satisfied only
when the coefficients of cos2 or and
o

,1r! B.

The resulting force acting on the

* vil++---L! - l"or'rt =const.
[' m(uod)' )

lltC.

olB

P260

Let's estimate in what cases we rea\ly can neglect the forces due to the
image charges, as we suggested, The
order of this force is q)xftod3, and it
must be far less than the usual electrostatic lorce qVf d, foom which we
obtaire

The ;-.1sblsn is solved with the
1ilrrs oi so-called "paraxial

optics"-

geometncal optics with small angles
oi incrdence and refraction. For such

tl_l
, aal.
e-dtrt:rol

P25B
At any arbitrary trme the energl- oi

When the magnetic iield is turned
will be affected by
the Lorentz force (fig. 10) directed
along the rod and eclual to

: Elsinor,

v&(+G,rf .

8B

P259

X = ---'!---!!-COS1,1f/

E=

(t

Vo

cos or/ then

ecluilibrium) process of displacing
the mercury, the temperature must
rise to T1 : (9/B)70 (at this point half
of the mercury will have run out)
and then fall to the starting value 70.

"

Figure 10

V varies harmonically as V =
y

FL
._r'
*4&
\v

Srnce the area of eachplate S > d),
: eoS1d, ecluation (1) is valid

and C
mvZ

qvx
dl

when the point-charge doesn't
change the natural frequency of the
tuned circuit too much.

Figure

11
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5l

cx, = tan g = o, so Snell's
law of refraction is reduced to the
form of r7ra1 = rl2u.2.
Let's consider an arbifiary ray incident on the ball at a distance h
from the axis (fig. 11). Because
h << R (the beam is narrow), the
angle of incidence of this ray is
a = hlR.. 1. By plotting the further
passage of this rayt we can determine all the angles in triangles
AOB, OBD, andBDC:

angles/ sin

zoAB

=

8256
Answer:
2 + (2 - 3 + slla + ll4

-5)

+ 5)) = a0

8260

or
l2 + ((2-3) +

3l-

a) + ((a

-

5) + 5)

:

50.

8257

2gg4=9,
fi

zBoD-'o
n

Bl'ainleaser$

See

figure 12.

_ o,

DiUilal ttuorld

Then,

ro = a[.Zs- o)

Figure 12

/

8258
Consider the four rectangles at
the upper left corner (fig. 13). The
arca of one of them is not known.
Let's find it. We can see that the ra-

,

zo.lr-tln)

z-n
_au(zln-t)
= zcl(r-y n) _o
= tt
,1r_ t)'

3

1

By the conditions of the problem,
DC = R, from which we get n = 413.
It is crucial that the final formula
does not contain the angle of incidence cx, which means that all rays

of the beam will be focused to

a

single point. This is one of the laws
of paraxial optics: In a refractive system/ narrow beams of parallel rays
are either converged to a single point
(a focus) or diverge as if they were
radiated from a single point (virtual
focus).

The second law of paraxial

beam optics says that the rays di-

verging from a single point at
smail angles are focused by a refractive system into a point (in
this case the focus may also be virtual). These laws help solve many
problems in which one of the optical elements is an eye: Because
of the small diameter of its pupil,
the eye focuses the rays incident
at small angles. For this Yery reason we can see a point as a point,
and not as an extended source.
52
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The balance will not be disturbed,
but the reading of the spring scale
will change. By the way, will this
reading increase or decrease? (Of
course, it does diminish because the
force of gravity tends toward zero in

the center of the Earth.)

IBCD:"-(+-")= *(,-+)

[n
DC= ,BD

ing the law of cosines-that this
does not yield an integer lor DC.)
Similarly, DC is either 6 crn,7 cm,
or 8 cm; and the first and last variants imply thatD lies onAC. Therefore, the only remaining possibility
is AD = BD : CD :7 crn.

2
2

4
1

?:5
a
J

Figure 13
tio of the areas of rectangles I and}
is the same as the ratio of the areas
of rectangles 3 and 4. Therefore, the
area of rectangle 3 is 5. Reasoning

in

the same way/ we can successively
find the areas of the rectangles above
the diagonal that runs from the upper left to the lower right. As a result, we find that the area of the desired rectangle is 24.

Question 1. All you have to do to
compute the perimeter is to count
and add the number of outside boxes
facing northward, southward, eastward, andwestward. But the number
of northward facing boxes is just the
width of the darkened area, as is the
number of southward-facing boxes.
Similarly, the number of eastwardfacing boxes is just the height of the
darkened areat as is the number of
westward-facing boxes. Thus the
whole perimeter is twice the sum of
the height and width of the darkened
region. Because of the symmetry of
the circle, this is lust four times the
width of the darkened region.
Question 2.II X is a sphere, the
area surplus is 312. This can be seen
by looking at X alongthe voxel coordinate directions, positive and
negative (fig. 1 ). Each of these
views reveals a separate set of voxel
faces, which collectively comprise
a

lV'

8259
Answer: 7 cm, because the only
point D that satisfies the conditions
is the vertex of the regular pyramid
with triangle ABC at its base. Indeed, 5 < DB < 8, and DB is an integer. Theref ore, DB is either 6 cm,
7 cm, or 8 cm; the first and last variants imply that D lies on AB. (The
reader can check-for example, us-

Figure 14

all thc visible voxel faces-that is, the
srrrface of X'. But t]rese six views are
circlcs, each with area firz (where r is
the radius of the sphcre). The ratio of
the sum of thcse areas (6nrlJ to the
arca o{ the sphere i4:u2J is 3/2. you

can apply the "six-views"

trick

tct

colrrpute the area surplus of any con-

vex object from its thrce projections
(each viewed from two directrons).
Question 3. The rniuimulr arca
surplus is 1, obtained b_v a cube
ahgned witl-i the voxel coordinate
axes. The marinum area sllrlrllls is
., 3 , obtarne d either bl a cr-rl.e r-ore lalrgneJ ;rlont ir: 1., Ji .1i.r-,,rr,rl. .,r
by an octahedron rr rth rts opposlre

vertices so ahgned, Tr, see the

rnaximality of . j, crlr.rsidcr anr' ;11most-planar " lace(' oi I rr r:h arc.r -{
and unit normal n in I'oreL c,tlrdinates. The area of the corrcspc,r.irns

"facet" of X' is the sLLrn ut rl:t :-. jected areas along the three r-,,rc1axis viewing direction lt'uur , ,LLr-:l:
the object X'. This sum is ,{ trnrr.
the sum of the clirection cosincs :,
irr the voxcl coorr-linate dir.ucr r:
The surn is maximized r,vhen thc .irrection cosines are all eclual al.j
thus equal to 1/r,3 ). Thereiore, titmaximum arca surplus o{ the tace :
is 3/1.3, of 1,3 . Note that thrs l-.rurt
docs not depend on the convcxir\- rrt
thc ohicct thar is approximatcJ l.r
cubc:, bccatrsc the argurnent app|1.r

to each local part of the object

s

boundary.

Question 4. By extension oi th.
argument in que sticln 3, in N dtrnensions the minirnum arca surplus is

l,

and tlre maxirnurn

ir \

.

ence 100(a - c) + (c - a) : 99la - cl,
which is surcly a multiple of 11 (and
also of 91.
Problem 5.lal AAA: 1001 + 10A
+ A: 711,,t = 3 . 37A, so the largest
such prime is 37. {b)As before, BBBB
: 11118 : 11 . 1018, s0 the largest
prime is 101. lcl CCCCCC : 1 I 1 1 I 1C
: 111 . 1001C = 3 .37 7 lt .t3c,
so the answer is.37.
Problem 6. If the numbcr rs ABC,
there are six candidates. In fact, the
number BCA must be divisible by
37. incleed, we have 1004 + 108
+ C = 37k, for some integer ft. Then

- 1000-4 - 10C, and
BCA = 3701< - 1000,4 - 10C + 10C

Problern 3. ial

If a number

has

e\renl)- rlirn.v rclentical cligrts, its :igzag suln rs 0, so rt rs :r rlultrple oi 1 1.
1bl

Ii \

has odt'11r

milnr drgits, eilch

equal to J, then irs rerlainder llpolr
clil,isron b1 1 1 is just ii. In p3y11gu1rr,
no such number can har-e re rlainder

10,sinced<10.
Problem 4. Ii the origrnal nurnber
is i00a + l)b + c, we can assume
without loss of generality that a > c.
Then we are investigating the differ-

2(l0an*

Since

+A:370k-999A.
999 :9 . 11 I :27 .37, this num-

ber is a

multiple of 37.

Problem 7. Walter's numbers are
of the form

100a+l)b+b:100a+11b
= )o - 4h lmod z).
The sum of the digits is a + 2b.
The readcr can check that ct + 2b
= 0 ttnod 7) if and only if 2tt + 4b
,ntocl 7r, thus the truth of Dick,s
= i-)
.rarelrent. Note that the statement
rn rtalics is true bccause 7 is prime:
F,,r ttther moduli the statement may
lirtt Lre trlte.
Problem 8. Consider the number
-\-: 10a - b, where b is its units digit
i.,rr .i is not its tens digit). Then we
.:.rc forrnrng the number N' : a + 4b.
Then i 0-\r' = 10a + 4Ob , and 10M = lr:. u'hicir is certainly a rnultiple
^/
r,: i l, Hcnce
10M (mod 13), and
^/:if and only if M = 0
-\-= 0 mocl 131

)( Lll)O,t_l

A .+ ..

L (l

)O,. t -...+

A1\r).

Hence the given sum must be
multiple of 99.
Now suppose that
anan _I

* an_2an_3

is a multipl e of
number, or

99 .

+ ... + alao

Then twice this

2(10ar+ ar_t * lOar_r+ an 3+
+ l}a, + aol = 1tS - 95'

...

is also a multiple of 99. Then we can
write i 15 - 95' : 99K, for some integer K, and 11S : 99K + 95' is a
multiple of 9. It follows that S itself
is a muitipl e of 9 , and therefore so is
N. Similarly, writing 95' = I lS -99K,

we find that S'is a multiple of 11,
and therefore so is N. Hence N is a
multiple of 99.
Problem 10. The smallest 2000digit number of all is the number

N=1000...
L______vJ

000.

1999 zeroes

Certainly there is a multiple of 99 in
the next 100 integers/ so we can assume that the number we seek is of
the form
LO00

g-

thatNandMmay

n.,t irc congrllent rnodulo 13.
T,r SCc- that we evcntually get a
:-,r!-.hg1t nLLrnber, notice that l/- M
- 9-. - I jr, ancl ji a > 9 (that is, if the
r.l'rsrnal number contains more than
r\\ i .li.i1rs, then N- M is certainly
pt,sitrr-c, so -\" < N.
Problern 9. We r-rse the notation of
tl-re iirst trro problems, where S is
the silm oi the drgits of the number
N, and S'is the zigzag sr-rrn.
Suppose irrst that N is a multiple of 99. Then ly' is a multiple of
9, so S is also a multiple of 9, and
1 1S is a multiple ol 99 . Similarly,

+ lOan_r+
+ lOa, + as),

an_L

which is

1008 = 37Ok

1r1.d 1_l'. Notice

Gradus

S'is a multiple of 11, so 95'is a
multiple of 99. Then t 1 S - 95'is a
multiple of 99. But this last difference is just

I

...

Oab,

997 zeroes

for some digits a arrdb.The criterion
ofproblem 9 tells us that the sum l0
+ 00 + 00 + . . . + ab must be a multiple of 99, so the smallest possible
values of a and b are 8 and 9. AnSWCI:

1000 ... 089.
l_--------v-

'1997 zeroes

Problem 11. We have

[i;)

=

99.98.97.....81
t9 .18.27

OUAIlIIUlt]l/AIlSlllltRS, IIIIUIS

&

3.2.t'

s0tllil0[s
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and a quick count of the factors of

the numerator and denominator
show that this number is a
multiple of Z, o133, and of 11, but
not of 5. Thus z is a nonzero even

$lu

will

by David Arns

digit. So for this integer,

S=1+O+7+l+9+5+6+7
+4+0+8+0+7+6+l
+9+3+6+x+y+z
is a multiple of 9, and

S'=1-0+7-l+9*6+5-7
+4-0+B-0+7-6+l
-9+3-6+x-y+z
is a multiple of 1 1. It follows
that x + y + zis a multiple of 9 and
x - y + z is amultiple of 11, and
these two sums must have the
same parity. (We can see this, for
example, by noting that their sum
is 2x + 22, whicln must be even.)
Now x + y + zcannot be 0, because
z is a nonzero digit. If x + y + z : 9,
thenx -y + z: 11 (they must have
the same parityl, but the second
number cannot be larger than the
first. Also, x + y + z carrrtotbe 27,
for x, y, and z are at most 9, and z
is even. Hence x + y + z: lB, and

x-y+zmusteclual

0.

It follows that y = 9 and x + z : 9,
and the only possible candidates for

xyz are 792, 594, 396, and 198. Finally, we note that
[rqJ
is divisible by 27, as is the number
107196674080751936 (we can verify
this easily by dividing by 9, then by
3). Therefore their dif{erence, which
is xyz, is also divisible by 27. The
only candidate which satisfies this
criterion is 594.
Problem 12. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the 99
integers are allpositive, and we can
write them as k + 1, k + 2, . . . k + 99
for some nonnegative integer k.
Now we look at the quotient

991

0.. th" wonders of the sky-wondrous

skyl
Astronomic marvels everywhere do meet the eye!
They are waiting, waiting, waiting
for us just to take a glance,
And behold them in their splendor,
Filled with awe that they engender,
as we gaze in dreamlike trancei
And we stare/ stare/ stare
through the icy winter air,
And are dazzled at the glory
of the heav'nly inventory
Of the sky, sky, sky, sky, sky, sky, skyAt the heav'nly inventory of the sky.
See the mighty galaxies-galaxiesl
Twinkling at us shyly through the branches of the trees.
How they shimmer, shimmer, shimmer
(or so it appears to us),
But their distance is enormous,
So astronomers inform us:
Some, a billion light-years plus.
But they shine, shine, shine,
with a radiance benign,
That belies the brilliant, blinding,
awful glare that we'd be finding,
Were we lrreat, fteart rteart neart rteart fleart nearThe glare that we'd be finding were we near.

Think about exploding stars-dying stars,
Throwing through the heavenlies their luminescent
See

(gg\

(t+t)(k *2)...(k+te)

n

=(;;*)

with a wispiness o{ light
From their tendrils filamental
Made from gases elemental
in the darkness of the night,
Reaching out/ out/ out/
on their interstellar route
Leaving light-years far behind them
where the gravity confined them

In the stars, stars, stars/ stars/ stars/ stars/ starsIn the fusion-heated centers of the stars.
Or think about our neighborhood-our neighborhoodl.
We have asteroids and [lanets to explore (and yes, we ihould).
They are spinning, spinning, spinning
as they orbit round the Sun
And their paths, which are elliptic,
All are close to the ecliptic

As they make their annual run
They go round, round, round,
Yet in vacuum/ make no sound,
But continue their rotation,

their precession and nutation

and since anybinomial coefficient is

an integer, the conclusion fol1ows.
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scars.

them glimmer, glimmer, glimmer

Through the years, years/ years/ years/ years/ years/ yearsThey continue their rotation through the years.

COWCULATIONS

Dulch ll'eal
by Dr. Mu

ELCOME BACK TO CO\\'CULATIONS, THE
column devoted to problens best solved with a
computer algorrthm. The herd survived the blizzard ol '99. We star-ed \\-arm and cozy in the barn
while the snon, driits piled r-rp outside, some as high as
10 feet. The rnilk truck rras delar ed one day when the
Interstate highrrar- r' as closed br- rrhrteout conditions
that caused a ri)-car pileup.
Farmer Pau. -,i.rrketl or-ertime
keeping the i:i-,-tr' ar leading up
to the barn snr-\r iree, iood in the
trough, and rle gutters clean. Our
milk producrr.,n sta)-ed on course/
and we passe d rhe time surfing the
Internet anci catchrng up on our email.
One er-enrng I noticed a new
message rn mr- inbox from Dr.
Tom, a frrend irom the Nether-

The message continued, "Consider the sequence
I, 2, 3, 6, 4, B, 5, 10, 7, 14, 9, lB,. . . and write a nice and
efficient and documented program to generate it. I,m
sending this out as a Dutch Treat inplace of a Christmas
& New Year's card this year. Happy New year, Dr. Tom.,,
My barnmates and I went after the challenge like
black flies on a fresh cow pie. Such a simple and tasty

lands. "Buck up, Dr. Mu," he
wrote, "spring is iust around the
corner and soon you'11 be back outside playing hopscotch again. But

whiie you're waiting for the green
grass to retum to the pasture, I have
a programming problem for you."

Dr. Tom is a pro{essor of Mathematics and Computer Science at
the Einhoven University of Technology, in the Netherlands. He
maintains the r,r,ebsite of the lnternational Science Olymprads rvhich
rncludes links to all Science Olympiad sites: Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry, In{ormatics Computer
Science), Biology, and Astronomy.
It's the first place to go to find all
links to International and Nationai
{

u
lD

Science & Mathematics Olympiads. I met Dr. Tom at the 1995

-

w
o

International Olympiad in

l

o

Informatics, which was held in
Einhoven.
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it can be downed in iust a few bytes. After
an hour or so we compared programs. Some were
treat, surely

simple, others not. Some were fast, some were not. One
solution, however, had everything. It was simple, fast,
and ingenious. I wondered to myself, can the readers of
this column come up with a similar elegant solution?

This suggested the next problem, which, you guessed
it, is the next Challenge Outta Wisconsin.
cotIll 15

Write a program that generates the terms in the sequence 1,2, 3, 6, 4,8, 5, 10,7, 14,9, 18,. . . . Test it by
finding the 100,0001h term. Speed and elegance count.
Throw your rock then hippity hop.
Covu the squares and don't stop.
Watch the patteru under your feet.
Discover the rule in this Dutch Treat.
Write the code and make it fast.
Find the numbu that comes up last.

Dz = baseExpansion[n, 21t
We have over 2300 digits in this base 2 expansion,
again we show a shortened part of the number.

so

FromDigitsln2l / / Short
l_

0 l- 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

1-

0

11 1 l- l- 0 0 l-

0

<<2

33

5>>

011011011001100001111100001

To look at a1l bit strings of length 4, we need only
partition nrinto lists of length 4 offset by just one bit.
bitstrings = Pattition[nr, 4, L7i
bitstrings / / Slrorl-

{{1, 0, L,0}, {0, 1, o, L},
{0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}i

<<2382>>,

We find the unique expansions by taking the Union
of the bitStrings. It is not a big surprise that we find that
16 possible

bit strings occur somewhere in nr.

uniqueBitstrings = Unionlbitstringsl
{{0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, L), {0, 0, 7,01,
{0, o, 1, L}, {0, L, o, 01, {0, t, 0, 1}.
c0tfll 13
{0, t, L, 0}, {0, L, L, Lj, tL,0, 0, 0),
In Cowl3 you were asked to write a program that
{1, 0, 0, l-}, {L, 0, 7, 0), {t, 0, L, 1},
would transform any number into its corresponding bi{1, 1-, 0, 0}, {1, 1-, 0, 11 J1 1 1 n1
nary representation and produce a frecluency count of
{L, 1-, L, 1} }
consecutive bit strings for any specified length. You were

-Dr.

Mu

lJ

instructed to test the program on the one millionth prime
number raised to the 100th power, examining bit strings
of length 4. The millionth prime to the 10th power was
glven, so finding the test number was not the problemjust raise the given number to the 10th power.
Solution

If you have Mathematica, the millionth prime number raised to the 100th power can be computed directly.

n = prime[105]1oo;
Since there are over 700 digits in this number, let's save
some space and shorten up the output showing the be-

ginning and ending digits and hide the middle 664 digits. This is done in Mathematica as follows:

n /./
9

Short

8523829 444335 6323 0 4L458t07 <<66 4>>
7 6540L6757581803 6947187 64001

The development of a fast algorithm for converting
any integer into its base b expansion was given with the
problem in the November/December 1998 column.
Here is the resulting Mathematica code:

b_l := Module[{q = x,
+ 0, AppendTolans, ![od[q, bll;

baseExpansionlx_,
ans = ()),
Whil-elS

ql = Floor
Reverse [ans] I

Islbl I ;

Now we can find the binary representation of our number.
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Now we can do the frecluency count on the occurtence
of each four bit string rn n, and make a table of the results.
Table t {uniqueBitstrings t [i] L Count lbitstrings,
r:nierr€BiustrjrErst til I I ), {i, 1, 15}l / /
I/btri,lElofin
{0, o, o, o} 96
{0, o, o, t} 134

{0, o, t, o}
{0, o, t, t}
{0, t, o, o}
{0, t, o, t}
{0, t, t, o}
{0, t, t, t}
{t, o, o, ol
{t, o, o, t}
{t, o, t, o}
{r, o, r}
{t, t, o, o]
{r, r, o, t}

r

{r, r, r,

t26

164
148
156
157
153
13-r

1,;7

1',8
1+6
1-t3

167

o} 153
174

{i, i, t, i}

We assigned each of the bit patterns its corresponding decimal number
{0, 0, 0, 0} -+ 0, {0, 0, 0, 1} -+ 1,
la,b, c, d\ -+ a23 +b22 + c2t + d,. . . {1, 1, 1,

and graph the results.

1}-+

15,

Needs [ "Graphics' Graphics' " ]

lbitstrings,
uniquenitStringsttilll, L - !1, (i, 1, l6lJl

BarChart [Table [ {Count

lndu olAduenlisms

Foundation
American Mathematical Society
Knowledge Revolution
Lenox Softworks
Metrologic klstruments
Alfred P. Sloan

0 1 2 3 4 5 67

Cover 4
35
9

lz
23

8 9101i121.111t.

A new function, called bitStringDistribution, can be
bulltin Mathematica to carry out the steps iust presented.

bitSt,ringDistribut ion Inumber_,
bitstringlength_l := Mod.ule[(bitstrings,
uniqueBitstrings ) ,
bitstrings = partitionlbaseExpansionI
nunber, 27 , bitSt,ringlJengt,h, Ll i
uniqueBitstrings = Unionlbitst,ringsl ;
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Let's try it out by examining the l:it strings of length
in the binary expansion of Prime[106 ]100
.

bitstringDistribution

I

prime [1Ou ]'00

, 5l I

It was a surprise to me that the distribution was not
more uniform. Why should 11111 occur twice as often
as 00000 in the binary expansion of prime[106]100
?

Have you written an article that you
think belongs rn Quantum? Do you
have an unusual topic that students
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you know of anyone who would make
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http://www nsta org/quantum/.
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